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RESULTS OF EXPERIMENTS ON RIVETED JOINTS 
MADE FOR THE 
INSTITUTION O F  MECHANICAL ENGINEERS. 
- 
BY h o e .  ALEX. B. W. KENNEDY, OF LONDON. - 
The Author has been asked by the Council and the Committee 
on Riveting to place before the members of the Institution, in 
the form of a paper, a statement of the general results of a series 
of experiments bearing upon the strength of Riveted Joints, which 
have been made by him for the Committee. The form which the 
experiments have taken was determined on after much discussion 
by this Committec, and will be presently described. The material used 
throughout both for plates and rivets was '' mild steel '' of very uniform 
quality, made by the Landore Steel- Company. The machining 
and other preparation of most of the specimens, and the whole of 
the riveting up, was done by Mr. William Boyd, at his works at  
Wallsend. The actual testing of Series I. to VII. was done upon the 
testing machine in the author's laboratory at University College, and 
under his own immediate superintendence. The specimens in Series 
VIII., which were too large for this machine, were tested at Barrow 
in the machine belonging to the Barrow Hematite Steel Company ; 
who kindIy allowed the Author to supervise the experiments, so 
that they might be conducted throughout similarly to the former 
ones. I t  may perhaps be mentioned here that the supply of the 
material from Landore, the long and troublesome preparation of the 
specimens by Mr. Boyd, as well as the use of the testing machine at 
Barrow, have been entirely without expense to the Institution ; and 
the Author has had much pleasure in putting his services at the 
disposal of the Committee in the same way. 
It ought also to be added that the Author, having been asked 
simply to make a statement of his own results, has not of course 
made any attempt to compare those results with those of others. So 
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far as the business of the Committee is concerned, the work of making 
any such comparison has lain happily in the much abler hands 
of Prof. \V. C. Unwin, whose most valuable comparative Tables and 
Beport are already in the hands of members." 
In carrying out the experiments presently to be described, it was 
thought advisable that a material of the greatest attainable uniformity 
should bc used ; and for this purpose Landore '' S. S." steel was 
employed for the plates, and a still milder quality for the rivets. It 
was next thought important that a careful preliminary investigation 
should be made of the actual properties of these materials, i.e. 
the tenacity and extensibility of the plates and rivet steel (Experiments 
Series I. to III.), and the resistance of the latter to shearing (Series 
IV.): the effect of punching and drilling upon the plates, both in 
narrow and broad specimens, was also investigated, and incidentally 
also the influence of annealing upon the plates (Series V. and VA.). 
These matters being determined, experiments upon actual joints 
were made. These include three series, Nos. VI., VII., and VIII. 
The first, Series VI., consists of twelve joints, each with two rivets, 
three different diameters of rivets being used, and with each 
diameter two proportions of plate and rivet area. Serics VII. 
consisted of six joints, each with three rivets, of the same diameter, 
but differently proportioned as to pitch &c. The results obtained 
from these were used in the preparation of the last Series VIII., 
consisting of eighteen joints, each having scven rivets, and divided 
into six sets, each of three similarly proportioned joints. All the 
joints in these threc series were single-riveted lap-joints. 
Teiiacity of Plates.-Tables I. to VII., appended to this paper, 
give the detailed results of the preliminary experiments above referred 
to, so far as they relate to the tenacity of the plates. Tables I. and 
IV., both arranged on the samc plan, give the results of the usual 
tensile tests of twenty-eight pieces of plate, varying from in. to 4 in.. 
in thickness. The difference between the specimens of Series I. and 11. 
(Tables I. and IV. respectively) lies only in the method of holding 
them while being tested, Series I. being pulled from pins, Series XI. 
* This Report, a8 revised, is included inthe present No. of Proceedings, p. 301.. 
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being held in wedge grips. I t  may be said here at once that the 
method of holding does not seem, within the limits of these experiments, 
to have made any appreciable difference in the strength of the pieces. 
All these specimens had a length for testing of 10 in., and both 
3 in. and 3 in. were tested in different breadths, The 3 in. plates, 
when tested 18 in. wide, gave an average tenacity of 30.35 tons per 
square inch, and, when tested 4 in. wide, of 30.0’7 tons per sq. in, 
The mean tenacity” of the whole was 30.21 tons per sq. in., with 
21.2 per cent. extension in 10 in. The Q in. plate was decidedly 
milder, having an average tenacity of 28.59 tons per sq. in., and an 
extension of 24.8 per cent. in 10 in. Tested 2 in. wide, its average 
tenacity was 28.58 tons per sq. in., and, tested 34 in. wide, 
28.59 tons per sq. in. It appears therefore that within the limits 
mentioned no difference is made by alterations of width, so that the 
width which is most convenient in any particular case may be used 
with equal certainty of trustworthy results-a fact sometimes worth 
remembering. The 4 in. plate was tested only in one width, 23 in., 
and had a mean tenacity of 28.96 tons per sq. in., and an ultimate 
extension of 24.8 per cent. in 10 in. I t  will be seen therefore that 
the material tested was’a yery uniform quality of ductile “ingot 
iron,” the thin plates being, as was to be expected, and as was found 
throughout, somewhat the hardest. The author is informed that the 
proportion of carbon in these plates, according to analysis at Landore, 
was about 0.18 per ccnt. 
Tables 11. and V., which correspond to each other for Series 1. 
and II., give the results of detailed observations as to the elasticity 
of the material. Each specimen, before being tested, was scribed 
across at $. in. distances through its whole length. After fracture 
the extension was measured, first on the whole 10 in. in the ordinary 
way, next on the 2$ in. (or quarter length), within which the fracture 
had actually occurred, and lastly (by subtraction) on the remaining 
74 in. In Tables 11. and V. all these measurements are given. The 
extension on the 24 in. nearest to and including the fracture covers 
practically all of what is usually called the ‘‘ local extension” ; and 
* These averages are given in Table VII. 
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therefore the extension on the remaining part of the length (74 in.) 
may be taken as representing the real ultimate extension of the 
material, or the extension which would be obtained in a test bar SO 
long that the small additional extension close to the fracture did 
not sensibly affect tho whole stretch. I n  the & in. plate (taking 
the mean of both series) the real ultimate extension is 16 * 1 per cent., 
and in the softer 3 in. plate 18.5 per cent., the 4 in. plate giving 
17.7 per cent. Somewhat contrary to the Author's expectation, 
the percentages of extension in the 7 1  in. are distinctly less uniform 
than those in the whole 10 in., the local extension appearing more or 
less sensibly to affect the whole of that length. The figures in the 
Tables emphasise very strongly the well-known necessity for specifying 
always the length of the piece on which a given percentage of ultimate 
elongation has taken place. The extension on the 24 in. is in one case 
as high as 53 per cent., (No. 271-1, Table 11.) and the mean of the 
Q in. plates of Series I. is 48.2 per cent. ; while the mean extension 
on 10 in. is only 27 per cent., and on the '7; in. 19.8 per cent. 
Elasticity.-Tables 111. and VI. contain the results (for Series I. 
and 11. respectively) of very detailed observations made as to the 
elasticity of the material under test. A simple apparatus was attached 
to the specimen, which measured the extension, permanent or 
temporary, between points 10 in. apart. This apparatus * neither 
formed part of, nor even touched in any way, the testing machine itself, 
80 that its indications were entirely independent of any strains in the 
machine, or in any part o f h e  test piece except that lying between the 
marked points. I t  was capable of indicating, with very fair certainty, 
TB& of an inch. By the use of this apparatus, and the subsequent 
plotting out of the observations in the form of diagrams, the results 
given in the Tables were obtained-results which appear to possess 
considerable interest. 
By sufficiently careful observations it is possible to distinguish 
three distinctly marked points in connection with what might be 
* A later apparatus, similar in piinciple, is illustrated in The Engineer of 
Feb. 25, 1881. 
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called the (' elastic life " of the material. The first of these is the point 
at which permanent set begins to be visible. This occurred always at 
comparatively low loads, far below the point usually called the limit 
of elasticity. The column marked I gives tho load at which 
permanent set actually began, so far as was visible with the apparatus 
used. From this it went on increasing, although very slowly, i s  the 
load was increased. Fig. 1, Plate 30, shows, in illustration of thia 
matter, the observations on a 10 in. length of No. 272-2 (Table III.), 
a specimen of average tenacity and elasticity, in which set began 
extremely early. Here the set curve distinctly commences at 
a load of 8.21 tons per sq. in. Out of twenty-four specimens for 
which this point was determined, it occurred in five cases at less than 
9 tons per sq. in. ; and for the whole of the 3 and in. plates i t  
averaged just 40 per cent. of the breaking load, and about 60 per 
cent. of the load usually called the limit of elasticity. 
It will be seen from the magnified curve of extensions in 
Fig. 1, Plate 30, that up to a certain point the observed extensions 
lie all upon one straight line with very great exactness; after 
that point (which in the diagram is reached at 14.78 tons per 
sq. in.) the line begins to curve upwards. This fact was equally distinct 
in all the other specimens. This second point, the load at which the 
extension ceases to be uniform, is noted in column 11. of Tables 111. 
and VI., having in each case been determined by plotting the 
observations on a diagram. I n  two instances (268-2 and 268-3) this 
point sensibly coincides with the point at which permanent set first 
occurs; in all the others it is very much above it." The average set, 
or permanent extension, on removal of load, at tho point when uniform 
extension ends, is about daa in. in the length of 10 in. ; it varies 
from T&T to nl&n in those cases in which it occurs. There was 
~ 
* The very low point of commencement of permanent set is not at all peculiar 
to mild steel, but is probablp more or less cliaracteristic of all ductile materials. 
In five bars of a very fine quality of wrought iron, recently examined by tho 
author, the extension ceased to be uniform at 11.28 tons per sq. in. in the 
average, while permanent set was visible at, and steadily increased from, a 
load of 7'28 tons per sq. in. in theaverage. In one case the commencement 
of set occurred distinctly as early as 3-57 tons per sq. in. 
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no case in which set did not begin either at or before the point at 
which uniform extension ended. The average total extension (in 
10 in.), at the point where it ceased to be uniform, mas 0.0109 in., 
or say of an inch, The average permanent extension or set at this 
point, therefore, was about gF of the total extension at the same point. 
Neither of the two points mentioned-namely the points wiere 
permanent set begins and where uniform extension ends-can be 
determined without such special and tedious measurements of small 
extensions as wil l  enable such curves as those of Fig. 1, Plate 30, 
to be drawn out. Neither therefore can be noticed in ordinary testing; 
and consequently neither of them is the point commonly fixed as the 
limit of elasticity. If the limit of elasticity be the point at which 
permanent elongation commences-as it is usually defined to be in 
books--then column I. of the Tables represents it. If it  be the point 
where the extension ceases to be proportional to the stress, (as, for 
instance, i t  is taken in Mr. Eirkaldy's valuable experiments on 
100-inch bars) then it is given in column 11. Attention is drawn to 
this matter, not to find fault with established usage, but simply to 
point out that the real limit of elasticity of a material is in most cases 
passed considerably before the only point which can be observed in 
ordinary testing is reached. What is called commercially the limit 
of elasticity will be found to be a point very considerably higher than 
the limit which corresponds to any of the usual scientific definitions. 
It would doubtless be convenient if some different name could be 
found for one or the other point. 
The load corresponding to what is ordinarily called the limit 
of elasticity is given in column 111. of the Tables. As this is 
certainly the most remarkable point in the life of the material, and 
as the phenomena accompanying it do not appear to be thoroughly 
known, i t  may be worth while describing them somewhat minutely ; 
for which purpose i t  is necessary to say a few words as to the 
apparatus employed for making the tests. The testing machine 
used was one upon Mr. Kirkaldy's principle," the load being 
* Detailed illustrations of the machine were published in '' Engineering " for 
26th Sept., lb79. 
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applied by a pump and ram, and the stress in the piece balanced 
and measured by a moveable weight hanging upon a steelyard. 
So long as the steelyard is floating (or its end free between 
the two pins which limit its motion), the load upon it (multiplied by 
the proper factor for leverage) is exactly equal to the stress in the 
piece under test. During the early part of the test the steelyard is 
kept thus always floating, the increased load applied by the 
continued pumping being continuously balanced by the movement 
of the weight outwards upon the steelyard. This Boating of the 
steelyard continues until long after the loads in column 11. are 
passed, and then it suddenly ceases, and without any change in the 
rate of increase of load, often without the least visible warning, the 
steelyard drops down and rests upon the pin below it. Up to this 
point the material has been able to balance each increase of load 
directly it was applied, with only such increase of length (always 
very small) as the load itself at  once caused. At this point 
bowever some structural change appears to occur, a change which 
is perhaps best described by the phrase (( breaking down.” What 
happens, at least so far as extension is concerned, is shown distinctly 
by the actual curve of extensions at the right-hand side in Fig. 1, 
Plate 30. The first part of the length of this line would be simply 
a repetition to actual scale of the magnified extension line above it, 
and is too close to the base line to be shown. At the point where 
permanent set appears to begin (8 * 31 tons per sq. in.), the total extension 
was 6.6 thousandths of an inch. I t  increased uniformly till the stress 
was 14.78 tons per sq. in., and was then 12.3 thousandths, of which 1-2  
thousandths waspermanent set. The extension then ceased to be uniform, 
and had increased somewhat rapidly to 33 thousandths, when, at 18-23 
tons per sq. in., the resistance of the piece suddenly seemed to collapse 
or break down, and the steelyard dropped in the way described. So 
far as appearances went, the piece might have continued to balance 
say 18.0 tons per sq. in., or even more, for an unlimited time, with 
the corresponding extension of about 30 thousandths. But when once 
the breakdown occurred, the material not only would no longer 
balance 18.23 tons, but could not even balance B much smaller 
load. I n  such a case it mill be found on trial (by reducing the load 
gradually and finding the point where the steelyard naturally lifts 
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again of itself) that with the full extension the piece will only 
balance about 80 per cent. of the load that has been already upon 
it, or in this case about 15 tons per sq. in. On leaving the weight in 
the position corresponding to 18.23 tons per sq. in., the position in 
which it was when the steelyard dropped, and continuing to pump, it 
was found that the extension had increased to nearly 200 thousandths, 
or 0.2 in., before the steelyard lifted again, i.e. before the material 
was able for the first time really to balance the stress of 18.23 tons 
per sq. in. This sudden increase of extension without increase of 
load is shown by the vertical part of the actual extension curve in 
Fig. 1, Plate 30. After this point the extension continues to increase 
faster than the stress, and the curve assumes the well-known 
appearance shown. During nearly all this final extension the 
steelyard can often again be kept floating, if proper care be taken. 
Taking averages from the observations, it may be said (in round 
numbers) that, if the extension of the piece where uniform extension 
ended be called 1, the extension at the point where the material 
broke down would be 4, and would have to increase to 17 under the 
same load before the piece could take any higher load. 
I f  the limit of elasticity be taken as the point at which permanent 
extension begins, it  will (for this material) be at only 38 per cent. of 
the breaking load. If it  be taken as the latest point where strain and 
stress seem to be proportionate, it  will be at about 47 per cent. of the 
breaking load. If lastly it be taken (as it practically is always for 
commercial purposes) as the point where the material " breaks down," 
-the point given in column 111. of the Tables,-it is not reached 
until at 68 per cent. of the breaking load. The average in each case is 
taken on the 24 (out of 28) specimens on which complete measurements 
mere made. The figures in brackets, put in the Tables for comparison, 
are not included in the computation of averages. 
In  any further reference to limit of elasticity in this paper, it  is 
the point where the material breaks down that will be referred to, 
unless a special statement is made to the contrary. 
Tables 111. and VI. further give some of the most important 
ratios in detail ; and in the last column give the modulus of elasticity 
of the material, where it was determined. The figures in the 
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column headed Ac are however, the author believes, practically more 
convenient than the modulus of elasticity. Here Ac may be called 
the specific extension of the material. It is the actual average 
extension of the specimen in a length of 10 in., measured in 
thousandths of an inch, for a stress of 1000,lbs. per sq. in. To 
obtain the actual extension of any piece of the same material under 
any load, it is only necessary to multiply the specific extension 
(which as B small figure is easily remembered) by the load in 
thousands of pounds per sq. in., and by the length in inches, and to 
divide by 10. The quantity itself has been obtained by calculating 
the mean in each case of (generally) two or more series of observations 
of the extensions, up to some point as closely as possible approaching 
that given in column 11. In  most cases the average of the first 
series of observations made on a piece has not been taken into 
account, as those first observations frequently showed small 
discrepancies, due very probably to some initial strain in the bar or 
plate, which is removed by the first stretch. 
The values of the modulus of elasticity E are obtained from 
those of the specific extension, the latter of course being the 
only quantity directly resulting from observation. Arithmetically 
it can easily be seen that E is equal to 10,000,000 divided by the 
specific extension. The mean values given for E are the values 
corresponding to the mean specific extensions, and are therefore 
slightly different from the arithmetical mean of the figures given 
inithe columns for E. 
A summary of the principal results of the fist six Tables is given 
in Table VIT., which does not require further mention. 
Tenacity of Rivet Steel.-The results of the experiments on the 
tenacity of the rivet steel (Series 111.) are given in Tables VIII. IX. 
and X., which are arranged precisely as those already examined. Three 
sizes of steel were tested, viz. ++ in., +$ in., and l& in. &am., turned 
down to about 0.5 in., 0.6 and 0.8 in. respectively, and screwed at the 
ends. The three sizes give somewhat varying results, but the average 
of the nine specimens tested comes extremely near the average results 
obtained from the plates. The elastic limit wis  reached at 20.65 
X 
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tons per sq. in. (in mean), or 71 per cent. of the mean breaking load, 
which was 29 12 tons per sq. in. The mean ultimate extension was 
21.4 per cent. in 10 in. 
From column I. of Table X. it wi l l  be seen that no permanent set 
could be detected below 15.6 tons per sq. in., in mean,-a very much 
higher average than with the plates. The limit of elasticity is also 
somewhat higher than before. The specific extension was very 
uniform, its mean value in thousandths of an inch being 0.326, 
which gives a mean value for the modulus of elasticity of 30,670,000 
lbs. per sq. in. 
Shearing Strength of Rivet Steel.-Table XI. gives the results of 
sixteen experiments on the shearing resistance of the rivet steel, of 
which the last Table gave the tenacity and other properties. A11 three 
sizes of bar mere tested. The apparatus used in these experiments is 
shown in Figs. 2 and 3, Plate 30. The specimen 5, after being 
turned, was fitted into a pair of rings R R, made from pieces cut off the 
ends of the # in. specimens of Series 11. ; the edges of these rings 
being just touched with a file previously, to make sure of there being 
no burr, or absolutely sharp cutting edge. These rings were bedded 
in cast-iron blocks B B, enclosed in a bored chamber C, and pressed 
together between steel die faces in the testing machine. So far as the 
shcaring edges were concerned, the piece under test was in this way 
brought as nearly as possible into the condition of the rivets, in 
the joints to be afterwards experimented on. Several specimens, 
including two which were removed for inspection before fracture 
actually occurred, lie on the table. 
The load at which the specimens actually shore across varied 
very considerably in the different sizes. The 14, in. bar gave a mean 
resistance of 24.35 tons per sq. in., or 88-7 per cent. of its tensile 
resistance ; for the -$g in. bar these figures were 26 * 63 tons and 86 7 
per cent., and for the +& in. bar 23.41 tons and 80.3 per cent. 
respectively. The mean of these quantities is 24.8 tons per sq, in., 
and 85-2 per cent. I n  some instances a point could be observed 
corresponding to the breakdown of the material in the tensile 
experiments; but it was not very distinct or very uniform. 
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Punching and Drilling.-The results of the experiments in series 
V. and V,. are given in Tables XII. to XV. These experiments (8ee 
First Report, p. 363) had a three-fold object ; (1) to examine the effect 
of drilling and punching holes in the material, (2) to find out how far 
such results were affected by the width of the specimen, and (3) to see 
if the strength of the punched holes mas affected by the size of the 
die as compared with the punch. The second point is of special 
importance in enabling conclusions to be drawn, as to how far the 
results obtained from experiments on narrow joints may be safely 
applied to the broad joints of actual practice. Each series consisted 
of thirty-two specimens, sixteen of in. and sixteen of 8 in. plate. 
Of each sixteen, eight had drilled and eight punched holes, half the 
latter being punched with a large and half with a small bolster 
The holes were all nominally 1 in. diam. and 2 in. pitch ; and the 
specimens were arranged in sets of four, one of one, one of two, one 
of three, and one of four pitches in width, as suggested in the First 
Report, p. 363, and as shown in Plate 36, Fig. 17. None of the 
plates were annealed, but all drilled or punched by Xr. Boyd exactly 
as received. The natural tenacity of the plates of series V. was 
determined by cutting eight specimens from them and testing them in 
the usual way, the results being given in Table XIII. The f in. 
plate had a mean tenacity of 34-41, and the 3 in. plate of 31.45 tons 
per sq. in., both being therefore somewhat harder than the specimens 
previously tested. 
The result of making a hole in a specimen is to localise the 
extension altogether to the immediate neighbourhood of the hole ; 
and this virtual shortening of the length of the specimen is 
accompanied, in a ductile material, by a very considerable 
increase in its tenacity-that is in the tenacity of the remaining 
part of the material-unless the mode of formation of the hole has 
been such as to injure the material in any way. This is shown very 
distinctly in the experiments. The 4 in. drilled plates, Table XII., 
have 10.7 per cent. and the 2 in. 11.9 per cent., greater tenacity than 
the untouched plate. In  the 4 in. punched plate, in spite of the injury 
done by punching, there is still 1 - 2  per cent. greater tenacity than in 
the untouched plate. In the Sin. plate, perhaps on account of its 
x 2  
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greater mildness, the punched plates have an excess of strength of 
as much as 8.4 per cent. 
All the plates of series V. being somewhat harder than it had been 
intended to use, the experiments of series V, were mdertaken with 
plates of the original quality. This series also contained thirty-two 
specimens, arranged in Tables XIV. and XV. in precisely the same 
way as the former. The natural tenacity of the plate, as given in 
Table XV., is 29.0 tons per sq. in. for the 4 in., and 28.87 tons per 
sq. in. for the 8 in. plate. The effect of drilling, Table XIV., is 
practically the same as before; i t  gives 11.2 per cent. increase of 
resistance in the a in., and 10 8 per cent. in the 8 in. plate. The 3 in. 
punched plates have in mean 5.8 per cent. of increase, and the *in. 
punched plates 6 . 4  per cent. 
It should be stated that in the case of the punched plates the 
diameter of the holes was measured on both sides of the plate, and 
the mean of the two diameters taken in calculating the amount of 
metal removed. 
In  two other matters these experiments give interesting results. 
First, the very considerable difference in diameter of bolster 
(amounting to & in.  in each case) has no definite effect in such thin 
plates as these, either one way or the other. In  some cases the large 
and in some the small bolster gives apparently the better result ; but 
the differences are so small as to be quite within the differences 
between individual plates, and only show that the effect of altering 
the bolster is excessively small. 
In  another matter the results have a still more practical interest, 
in view of past and future experiments. The specimens, as has been 
pointed out, varied in width from 2 in. to 8 in. ; quite room enough 
for the effect of width-if there were any-to show itself. An 
examination of the results shows however that there is practically 
no difference worth mentioning between the narrow and the broad 
specimens. Comparing, for instance, the mean of all the sixteen 
2 in. specimens with the mean of all the sixteen 6 in. specimens, it  
will be found that the former have 0.6 per cent. greater resistance. 
Comparing similarly the sixteen 2 in. with the sixteen 8 in. 
specimens, the difference is only 0.75 per cent. Such differences 
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are of course far within the differences between single plates. 
This very satisfactory identity of strength of the small and large 
specimens may arise in part from the way in which they were made ; 
namely that the whole row of drilled or punched holes was first 
carried right across the plate, Fig. 17, Plate 36, and then afterwards the 
separate specimens were cut out of it. Thus the holes near the edges 
of the specimen were not, when they were made, near the edges of 
the plate, and any possible alteration of strength due to this cause was 
obviated. Considering how much more convenient it often is to 
experiment with small than with large specimens, it is satisfactory 
to know that (within certain limits at least), identical results can be 
obtained from both. 
The real cause of the very marked increase of strength due to 
the drilling of holes in a ductile material has not as yet, the 
author believes, been pointed out. It is not however difficult to 
understand, when the actual fracture of the material is examined. 
The increase of strength due to the localisation of fracture at  a 
section of the material not probably the weakest can go for very little 
indeed with a material 80 uniform as that here examined, and the 
cause must be sought elsewhere. In Pigs. 4 to 7, Plate 31, are shown 
the forms taken by lines scribed originally parallel to each other on 
the specimens, at right angles to the direction of the pull. In Figs. 4 
and 5 ,  which show the fracture of two of the specimens tested for 
tenacity, will  be noticed the familiar local contraction of breadth. The 
'' flow " of the material is always such that the originally parallel 
scribed lines become concave towards the fracture, the curvature 
becoming greater and greater as the lines lie nearer and nearer the 
fracture. The inevitable consequence is that, before the material breaks, 
the stress in it is not m;form (as it is commonly assumed to be), but is 
much greater at the centre than at the sides. When the two fractured 
halves are brought together afterwards, they touch at the sides and are 
quite wide apart in the middle; as can be seen from Figs. 4 and 5. 
But in the specimens with holes in them, the flow is in  some 
points exactly reversed. The greatest extension occurs of course 
along the centre lines of the holes; between the holes therefore 
the cross lines become convex to the fracture, and the curvature 
of the lines diminishes instead of increasing 8s the aclual 
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fractured section is reached. From the straightness of the cross 
lines close to the fracture, in Fig. 6, it  will be seen tbat the 
stress must have been as nearly as possible uniformly distributed 
over the metal between the holes. There can be little or no 
doubt that this is the real cause of the difference between the 
perforated and unperforated plates. The natural flow of a ductile 
material is such that the stress over the fractured section of 
a uniform bar becomes inevitably unequal in intensity. By 
changing the form of the fractured section in a particular way, 
the flow can be so altered that the stress over the whole fractured 
section becomes (very nearly) uniform in intensity. The material 
may be supposed to stand the same maximzcm intensity of stress 
in any case. But only the average intensity can be actually 
known from the experiment, and in the former case the average 
stress is much less than the maximum, while in the latter it is 
equal to the maximum. In  the latter case, therefore, it  is to be 
expected that higher loads should be carried, as experiment amply 
proves to be the case. 
I f  this explanation of the matter be the correct one, a plate having 
simply a hole bored through it, and not symmetrically recessed 
at  the sides, ought not to show nearly so much increase of strength. 
Fig. 7, Plate 31, shows the curves actually traced from such a piece. 
It did not show excess tensile resistance, and it does show un-uniform 
stress, so far confirming the explanation. In the riveted joints of 
Series VI. VII. and VIII., the want of the recesses at  the sides was, 
on the whole, made up for by the number of holes and the 
narrowness of the side metal. But it will be noticed that, whether 
owing to the greater number of holes or not, Series VIII. gives a 
greater excess tensile resistance than any of the other joints. 
In order to find how far the softness of the plates of Series V, 
could be altered by annealing, six specimens cut from the t in. plate 
and five from the $in. plate, of the same size as those given in 
Table XV., were carefully annealed after machining. The result was 
to show a diminution of tenacity of 3 . 3  per cent. in the one case and 
3 .6  per cent. in the other. The ultimate extension was also diminished 
by just 2 per cent. in each case. Practically therefore annealing 
may be said to have made scarcely any difference in the plates. 
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Riveted Joints.-Tension, Shear, and Bearing Pressure.--The first 
experiments made on actual riveted joints were those of Series VI., 
of which the results are given in Tables XVI., XVII., and XVIII. 
Series VI. (see First Report, p. 366) consisted of twelve joints with 
two rivets each, proportioned in pairs to break by tearing and shearia 
respectively; and all in gin. plate. Four specimens were made 
With &in., four with 3 in., and four with 1 in. rivets ; and two out of 
each four with narrow, and two with wide pitch. The proportions 
of these joints were not intended to be those of practice, but such as 
ahould give to some extent limiting values for the resistances of the 
plate to tearing, and of the rivets to shearing and to pressure. The 
specimens were already riveted when received by the Author, so that 
he could only measure breadth, thickness, and lap directly. I n  
making the calculations he had to assume that the rivets filled their 
holes, the diameters of which were given him by Mr. Boyd. The 
fractures appear to indicate that this was a qnite justifiable 
assumption. The nominal and actual dimensions of the joints are 
given in Table XVI., which gives also the ratio of the shearing and 
of the bearing to the tearing areas. The tenacity of the plate was 
determined to be 29-97 tons per sq. in., by the experiments given 
in Table XVIII. on five strips cut from the same plates. (Three 
similar pieces annealed before testing gave a mean resistance of about 
4.4 per cent. less, with about the same extension.) 
It will 
be seen that the 8 in. joints all broke by tearing and the 1 in. joints 
by shearing; the 3 in. joints breaking as they were intended to do. 
I n  the case of Nos. 377-380 ($in. rivets) the joints always tore 
when the full tensile resistance of the metal was reached. The first 
pair had then only the very small shearing stress of 17 tons per sq. in., 
and the low bearing pressure of 19 tons per sq. in. Both shear and 
bearing pressure were higher in the second pair ; but the latter was 
still very moderate, and the full shearing resistance was not reached. 
These are the only cases in which joints broken by tearing do not 
show the gain of strength in the plate which has been already 
.examined. The author attributes this to the very small dimensions 
of the specimens. The whole solid breadth of the plate was only 
The actual results of the tests are given in Table XVII. 
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0 * 69 in. in the one pair, and 0 * 94 in. in the other, and this in each 
cam divided into three parts by two holes. Any error in thc assumed 
size of the drilled holes, or any small inequality in the riveting, 
would of course have an excessive effect on such a very small amount 
of metal. 
Nos. 381 and 382 @in. rivets) broke by tearing when the stress 
reached 34.40 tons per sq. in. ; o r  11-5  per cent. in excess of the 
strength of the untouched plate, exactly as was found in Series V. 
and V,. The shearing stress was small (19.5 tons per sq. in.), and 
the bearing pressure still not excessive (31 * 6 tons). The rivet area 
was here 1.76 times, and the bearing area 1.09  times the net 
section of plate. 
I n  the corresponding pair, Nos. 383 and 384, the joint gave way 
by shearing at a stress equal nearly to the mean shearing resistance 
of the material, 24 3 tons per sq. in. The tensile stress was moderate 
(25.83 tons per sq. in.), but the bearing pressure was very great, 
39-64 tons per sq. in. It is remarkable that these joints, which 
sustained the maximum bearing pressure, also sustained the maximum 
shearing stress before they gave way. 
I n  the last four specimens the rivets sheared at an exceptionally low 
stress. I n  Nos. 385 and 386 a tensile resistance equal to  that of the 
untouched plate was reached without the plate tearing. The joint gave 
way finally by the shearing of the rivets at only 16 * 63 tons per sq. in., 
the bearing pressure being 35 tons per sq. in. I n  Nos. 387 and 388, 
proportioned to give way by shearing, the bearing pressure was 
36.18 tons per sq. in., and the rivets sheared at 17-29 tons 
per sq. in., with a tensile stress barely up to the limit of elasticity. 
I n  387-8 it  was clear that the joint must give may by shearing, 
for the full shearing resistance of the metal must have been reached 
long before the full tensile resistance ; but this does not account for 
the very low shearing resistance. I n  385-6 tberc is still more 
difficulty in accounting for it, for there tne full tensile resistance 
obtained in 381-2 would have been reached with a shearing stress of 
only 19 .4  tons per sq. in., and it might reasonably have been 
expected that the joints would break exactly as 381-2. Negatively 
one or two points are clear. A high tensile stress is not the cause of 
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the low shear, for in 387-8 the tension is not fairly past the limit 
of elasticity. The high bearing pressure also, although it may have 
determined the joint to give by shearing, can hardly be supposed to 
have so greatly reduced the shearing resistance; for a still higher 
pressure in 383-4 proved not incompatible with a much higher 
shearing resistance. From measurements made after fracture there 
is every appearance of the 1 in. rivets having filled their holes as 
well as the 9 in. It is quite possible that the steel used for the 
larger rivets had a smaller shearing resistance than that used for the 
small ones, but it is unfortunately not possible to verify any such 
conjecture. Table XI. however shows that very great differences 
may exist in the shearing resistances of different bars. I t  seems 
probable that one general conclusion as to bearing pressure may be 
drawn from this series of experiments, and so far as it goes this 
conclusion is corroborated by all the later experiments. A bearing 
pressure of from 36 to 40 tons per sq. in. seems to be suficient to 
compel a joint to give way by shearing, even in some cmes at a very 
l ow shearing resistance. No case has occurred where the joint has torn, 
and where at the same time the pressure exceeded 35 tons per sq. in., 
although in some cases shearing has only occurred when the pressure 
reached nearly 40 tons per sq. in. Further experiments would 
however be necessary really to settle this point. I n  any case the 
conditions would of course be altered with other than single- 
riveted lap joints. 
The last three columns of Table XVII. show the proportionate 
strength of the joints. The first four are weak, as might be 
expected. Nos. 381 and 382 give the best results, the joint having 
55 per cent. of the strength of the solid plate; and Nos. 383 and 384 
are nearly as good. I t  is very satisfactory to note that three seven- 
rivet joints in Series VIII. (Nos, 653, 1 to 3) proportioned very 
similarly to 381-2, gave almost identical results. Of the joints with 
1 in. rivets, the first pair has a strength of 53.5 per cent., while the 
other has less than 42 per cent. of the strength of the solid plate. 
It was attempted to observe the behaviour of these joints under 
test, by scribing a line across the planed edges of the two plates 
before pulling them, and observing the load at which the two halves 
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of this line separated, i.e. the point at which the joint began to slip. 
The results obtained in this fashion cannot be considered more than 
approximations, but may have some interest. In  the first four joints 
(8 in. rivets), slip began to be visible when the tensile stress in 
the metal reached 85 tons per sq. in., and in the last four 
(1 in. rivets) at exactly the same stress. The joints with 2in. 
rivets stood a pull of 134 tons per sq. in. before any slip 
was visible. In all cases some perceptible bending of the joint, 
endeavouring to get itself into the line of pull, began very early. 
An attempt was also made to determine the load at which the 
edges of the joint lid opened sufficiently, in bending, to allow a slip 
of paper to be pushed in. The results were not perhaps so irregular 
as might have been expected. So far as they go, they show that 
distinct opening occurs xt very lorn stresses in many cases, and at 
lower stresses in the large than in the small joints. The four small 
joints, with fr in. rivets, each opened when the pull was about 13 tons 
per sq. in. ; Nos. 381, 382, when the stress was 8.8 tons; Nos. 383, 
384, at 5 . 5  tons; Nos. 385, 386 a t  6 . 4  tons ; and Nos. 387, 388 at 
only 3 . 3  tons per sq. in. The figures show very distinctly the way 
in which the tightness of a joint is affected by the pitch of the rivets. 
Riveted Joints.--Margin and Pitch.-The results of the experiments 
in Series VII. will be found in Tables XIX. to XXI. This series 
consisted of six joints only, of different proportions. All had 
three 2 in. rivets: the first three (431-433) had the same pitch 
but varying “margin” (or distance from edge of holes to edge 
of plate); and the last three (434-436) had the same margin 
but different pitches. The dimensions of the whole are given in 
Table XIX., to which the same remarks apply as were before made on 
Table XVI. The tenacity of the plates was determined by the tests 
of four strips cut from them, as given in Table XYI. It was almost 
precisely the same as in Series VI., viz., 29-9  tons per sq. in. Two 
strips of the same plate, annealed previous to testing, showed a 
tenacity of 2.7 per cent. less, with about the same extension. 
I n  the first three a 
mean tensile stress as high as 34-09 tons per sq. in. was reached 
without tearing, or 11.4 per cent. more than the breaking load of the 
All the joints broke by shearing the rivets. 
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untouched plate, although the plate was not fractured. The bearing 
pressure was 35.83 tons per sq. in., and fracture occurred by 
shearing at  22 tons per sq. in., in spite of the high tensile stress. 
All three joints had the same shearing area, and all broke 
practically at the same total load, i.e. with the same intensity of 
ahearing stress. The small differences of tensile stress and bearing 
pressure appear to be only what is due to the fact that the plates 
were not of uniform thickness, and that in consequence of this No. 431 
had the smallest and No. 433 the largest tearing and bearing areas. 
I t  will be seen from the last column of the Table that with No. 431 
8 strength equal to 59.7 per cent. of that of the solid plate was 
obtained, an exceptionally good result for a single-riveted lap-joint. 
The small diminution apparent in this respect in Nos. 432 and 433 
is due to the cause just explained. The plates were thicker, and arc 
therefore credited with a greater strength ; but, as the joints all gave 
way by shearing, the actual strength of the plate never came into 
account, and did not affect the breaking load. I t  does not appear 
that any effect can be traced to the change of margin from 1 in. 
down to 2 in. 
I n  the three other specimens of Series VII., Nos. 434 to 436, the 
margin was kept nominally 2 in., or the Bame as in No. 433, and was 
actually but very slightly different, as is Ehown in Table XIX. The 
breadth of the plate and the pitch of the rivets were varied, all 
other dimensions remaining unchanged. All the joints however broke 
by shearing ; and their strength remained therefore unaffected by the 
alteration in the area of the plate. I t  will be seen that the three 
specimens broke under a mean shearing stress of 21.37 tons per 
.sq. in., and with a bearing pressure of 35-18 tons per sq. in. The 
apparent reduction of tensile stress from 31.78 to 25.42 tons per 
sq. in. is of course due simply to the increase of the tearing area, 
and not to any incapacity in the metal to stand the larger stress. I t  
is noticeable that a variation in tensile stress between 25 and 35 tons 
per sq. in. does not appear to make the least difference in the ultimate 
shearing resistance of the section-a fact that could hardly have been 
considered to be a priori probable. I t  will be seen from the 
subsequent experiments that, even at a considerably lower bearing 
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pressure than that existing here, the rivets seldom stood more than 
22 tons per sq. in. before shearing: which makes it appear probable 
that a result which at first might be easily attributed to excessive 
bearing pressure was partly, if not wholly, due to other causes, which 
will be mentioned later on. 
The point at which slipping commenced was not-observed in 
Series VII. The point at which opening out of the joint began was 
very irregular indeed, varying from 15.9 per cent. of the breaking 
load in No. 434, to 44.3 per cent. in No. 433. In mean i t  was 33.2 
per cent. 
Riveted Joints, Final Series.-The last set of specimens tested 
(Series VIII.) consisted of eighteen riveted joints, all of the single-. 
riveted lap type, each with seven rivets. These joints, which required 
a total pull of from 70 to 80 tons for their fracture, were tested upon 
the machine belonging to the Barrom Hematite Steel Works (kindly 
placed at the disposal of the Institution for the purpose), by Mr. E. 
Richards and the author. The eighteen specimens were arranged in 
six sets of three each, each set being differently proportioned. These 
sets are numbered 652 to 657 in the Tables. No. 652 was intended 
to have such proportions (as far as could be judged from the earlier 
experiments) as to be equally likely to give way by tearing or by 
shearing. The intensity of the shearing stress was intended to be 
two-thirds of that of the tensile stress, while the bearing pressure 
per sq. in. was intended to be about 7$ per cent. greater than the tension. 
No. 653 was proportioned with excess of shearing or  rivet area, No. 654 
with defect of shearing area, No. 655 with excess of tearing or plate 
area, No. 656 with defect of tearing area, and No. 657 with excess of 
bearing pressure : the different proportions being arrived at by 
varying the pitch and diameter of the rivets, and in the case of No. 657 
the thickness of the plate also. The “margin” in all cases was 2 in. 
As to breadth, pitch, and margin, the specimehs dere all made to 
gauges prepared by the author to the particular sizes required. The 
preparation was done by Messrs. Geo. Wailes & Co. : after 
machining, each plate W ~ K  carefully measured up with vernier callipers, 
and the actual dimensions were of course used in the calculations. 
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The riveting, which was by hand, was again done at the works of 
Mr. William Boyd, so as to ensure the same class of work as before. 
I t  is assumed in the calculations that the rivets filled the holes 
drilled for them, and there is every indication that this was the case. 
The intended proportions of the joints were somewhat interfered 
with by the fact that the thickness of the plates was rather full 
throughout, the mean thickness of the plates nominally in. being 
0.396 in., or 5 .6  per cent. in excess, and that of the plate nominally 
ps in. being 0.347 in., or 11 per cent. in excess. I t  therefore 
happens that some of the joints, which were proportioned to give 
way by tearing, broke ultimately by the shearing of the rivets. In  
spite of this however, the experiments give practically all the 
information that was expected from them. 
Table XXII. gives the measured dimensions of the joints (the 
means for each set of three), as well as the actual ratios of shearing 
and bearing areas to tearing area. Table XXIII. gives the general 
results of the experiments, which will be dealt with immediately. 
Table XXIV. gives the tenacity of ten strips cut from the 4 in. and 
three from the in. plate, with other particulars as to the material. 
It wil l  be seen that i t  is very closely similar to that of the plates 
used for the former experiments, having a tensile resistance of 29.33 
tons per sq. in., and an ultimate extension of 23.2 per cent. in 10 in.; 
exactly the same figures as the means for Series I. and II., given in 
Table VII. Table XXV., lastly, gives the shearing and tensile 
resistance of the rivet steel used in Series VIII. The shearing 
resistance was measured in the apparatus formerly described. The 
steel tested in Nos. 728-1 to 728-6 was that used for the 2 in. rivets 
in the joint8 Nos. 652, 655, 656, and 657, and gave a shearing 
resistance of 26-33 tons per sq. in., with something like a limit of 
elasticity at 70.3 per cent. of the breaking load. This resistance 
is about the same as that of the +$ in. bar in Table XI., and 
therefore considerably more than that of the 1,1, in. and the +Q in. 
bar. A piece of the same steel broken by tension gave a resistance 
of 29.03 tons per sq. in., so that the shearing resistance in this case 
was 90.7 per cent. of the tensile. 
The results obtained by breaking the joints are given in 
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Table XXIII., which is arranged on the same general plan as 
Tables XVII. and XX. The three joints, No. 652, all broke by 
shearing at nearly the same total load (average 73.26 tons). 
The mean shearing stress was 21.46 tons per sq. in., or about 
18.5 per cent. lower than the full resistance to shearing. The 
mean bearing pressure was only 33.17 tons per sq. in., and the 
tension 31.36 tons per sq. in., or 6 - 9  per cent. higher than the 
natural tenacity, although the plate did not tear. The proportions 
and results were very much the same as those of 434 (Series 
VII., Table XX.). No. 653 was proportioned with excess of 
rivet area (by the use of larger rivets), and a consequent slight 
increase of bearing area; the plate area was kept the same. These 
joints were expected to break by tearing the plate, but in the result 
only one went in this fashion, the rivets being sheared in the other 
two. This was partly due to the excess thickness of plate, which 
gave 6 . 4  per cent. additional tearing area, and partly to the fact 
that the rivets sheared (in the two joints which broke by shearing) 
at 18.23 tons per sq. in. only, or about 16.5 per cent. below the 
average of the other sheared joints. This cannot have been due to 
excessive bearing pressure (which only reached 31 - 5  tons per sq. in.), 
nor could any sigils of defective riveting, or of the rivets not having 
filled up the holes, be detected. On examining Table XI. however, 
it  will be seen that there was there as much as 14 per cent. 
difference between the shearing resistance of two sizes of rivet steel ; 
and it is probable that the larger rivet steel used for No. 653 (and not 
for any of the others) had in the same way a smaller resistance. 
Unfortunately there was no opportunity of testing the shearing 
resistance of this larger diameter. It will be remembered that it 
was the largest size of rivet in Series VI. (Table XVII.) which als@ 
gave so low a shearing resistance. The proportions of No. 653 however 
are obviously very nearly those of uniform strength for this weaker 
rivet steel (or for rivets which for any reason can shear at so low a 
stress); for one of the three joints of the set broke by tearing. 
The tensile stress at fracture of this joint 'was 33.48 tons per 
sq. in., or 14.1 per cent. mwe than the tenacity of the plate, 
and the strength of the joint as a whole was 56.2 per cent. of 
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the strength of the solid plate. The mean strength of the three 
joints, as compared with that of the solid plate, was 54.8 per cent. 
I t  will be noticed that a stronger rivet steel could not here have 
greatly increased the resistance of the joints, as the tensile stress 
on them was already very nearly up to the breaking load. 
No. 654 was made with defect of rivet area, by using small 
rivets and keeping the plate section the same; and No. 655 with 
excess of plate area, by increasing the pitch with the use of the 
standard sized rivets (Q in.). Both sets broke, as was expected, by 
shearing. The smaller rivets stood a somewhat greater shearing 
stress than the others ; but practically the joints were of the same 
strength, viz., 55 per cent. of that of the solid plate : so that all four 
proportions, 652 to 655, mere very closely of the same strength. 
The three joints of No. 656 were made with reduction of plate area, 
by reducing the pitch, keeping the 2 in. rivets as before. Two of 
them tore through the plate, as was expected, the third broke by 
shearing the rivets. The cause of the latter mode of fracture 
however may have been a defective rivet, for, although all the rivets 
gave way simultaneously, one gave by the tearing off of both ends, 
instead of by shearing, and appeared to have been somewhat burnt ; 
and another showed a partly crystalline fracture. The mean tensile 
stress when the joints broke was 36.13 tons per sq. in. or 23.2  per 
cent. more than the tenacity of the plate. Taking only the two 
joints which broke by tearing the plate, the stress reached 36-7  tons 
per sq. in., or 2 5 . 1  per cent. more than the tenacity of the plate. 
By this extremely high figure the strength of these joints is brought 
up to 5 8 - 6  per cent. of that of the solid plate. If the author’s 
explanation of the cause of the increase of strength due to perforation 
be a correct one, anything which tendod (within certain limits) ta 
exaggerate the effect of flow already described should strengthen the 
metal. It seems probable that the narrowing of the metal between 
the holes in this case has had just such an effect, and may be looked 
on as a probable cause of the increased resistance to tension. 
The last set of joints tested were numbered 657, and were of 
thinner plate, with the object of getting the same tearing and shearing 
are& as in No. 652, with decrease of bearing area. The thickness of 
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the plates however was 0.347 in. instead of & in., so that the very 
high pressure wished for was not obtained. The highest.pressure in 
any one case was 42.56 tons per sq. in., the mean of the three being 
39.71 tons per sq. in. This pressure, somewhat higher than appeared 
from tbe former experiments to be allowable, still does not seem to 
have sensibly affected the shearing resistance, which reached an 
average of 22.09 tons per sq. in. before the rivets sheared. The 
mean strength of the three joints was 60.8 per cent. of that of the 
solid plate, and the highest single result (given in the Table) was 
63.7 per cent. The tensile stress when the rivets sheared was (in 
mean) 32.56 tons per sq, in., or 11 per cent. more than the tenacity 
of the untouched plate. 
The point at which visible slipping of the plates of each joint on 
one another commenced was observed (with the aid of a magnifying 
glass) as closely as was practicable; and the results are given in 
Table XXIII. In the mean, slip occurred at about 23.5  per cent. of 
the breaking load, but in some cases it was visible very much sooner 
even than this. The points observed do not appear to bear any 
particular ratio either to the strength of the joint or the pitch of the 
rivets. 
I n  summing up the results of Series VIII. it should be said first 
of all that the fractures were throughout very satisfactory. I n  
only one case (652-3), did one rivet give slightly before the others, 
and this particular case happened to be the one of its set which 
stood the greatest shearing stress. Out of all the rivets sheared, four 
only showed traces of crystalline structure; and two gave way at  
the heads instead of by shearing. The riveting seems to have been 
very sound throughout. In the three joints which tore through the 
plate, the mean tensile stress at fracture was 35.62 tons per sq. in., 
or 21.4 per cent. more than the tenacity of the solid plate. In  the 
fifteen joints which gave way by shearing (including those of No. 653) 
the mean shearing stress at fracture was 21.5 tons per sq. in., or 18.3 
per cent. less than the full shearing resistance of the rivet steel. 
The increase of tensile resistance has already been discussed. The 
decrease of shearing resistance may no doubt be largely due to the 
fact that the rivets are in tension as well as in shear, tension due to 
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the opening out of the plates before the joint breaks. The Author 
has in hand some experiments, which he hopes to be able to lay 
before the Institution, with a view to finding out what shearing 
resistance the rivet itself has, when tested under conditions exactly 
similar to those under which the other shearing experiments (Tables 
XI. and XXV.) were made. 
General Reszclts.-The graduated experiments of Series VIII. 
allow very clear deductions to be made as to the best proportions for 
certain important types of riveted joint. The strongest proportions 
are those of Nos. 656 and 657. The difference between them is not 
very great at &st sight, but is in reality more than may appear. 
The joints of No. 656 owe their great resistance entirely to the excess 
tensile stress which they sustained ; and without further experience 
i t  is not possiblo to count on always obtaining such a great excess, 
far higher than is indicated by the other experiments. Moreover 
the close pitch makes the joint an expensive one, and the deficiency 
in plate area is in almost all cases a doficiency in the wrong direction. 
It is therefore clear that No. 657 is by far the best type of joint 
among those tested, and it can hardly be expected under any 
circumstances to obtain a single-riveted lap joint which has an 
average of more than 61 per cent. of the strength of the solid plate. I n  
No. 657 the ratio of rivet to plate area (see Tablo XXII.) was 1 *47 : 1, 
and of bearing to plate area, 0.82: 1. Calling then the pitch of a 
single-riveted lap joint p, the diameter of the rivet holes d, and the 
thickness of plate t, we obtain for the equations connecting these three 
quantities, 
and 
Worked out, this gives 
1.47 (p - d)  t = :aa, 
0.82 (p - a) t = ta. 
= 2 4 2 a ,  
a = 2-28 t ;  
which may be at  once rounded off to 
pitch = 2.25 diameter of hole, 
diameter of hole = 2 '25  thickness of plate, 
Y 
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which would thus represent the proportions (supposing they could 
conveniently be used) of a single-riveted lap joint, with steel plates 
and rivets, of maximum strength. 
The joints in No. 657 already had a small excess of plate area ; and 
this ‘‘ rounding off ” of the figures would give a little more. FOE 
boilers it would probably be advisable to increase the ratio of pitch 
to diameter of hole to 2 . 3  or 2.4. The diameter of the rivet will be  
about +T inch less than the diameter of the hole. 
Although only one type of joint (single-riveted lap with drilled 
holes) was tested, the experiments enable some inferences to be 
drawn respecting others. With the wider pitch of double-riveted 
joints, the excess tenacity of the plate will be much less, and with 
chain-riveted joints of ordinary proportions it will altogether 
disappear. For the latter it will not be safe to assume a greatec 
tensile stress than the ordinary resistance of the material. For butt 
joints, on the other hand, if they have double cover-plates, the 
shearing resistance of the rivets will approach much more nearly the 
shearing resistance of the steel out of which they have been made ; 
and even in a double-riveted lap joint the shearing resistance per 
sq. in. should be somewhat greater than in a single-riveted one, on 
account of the greater stiffness given to the plates by the broad lap. 
I f  we take a dmble-riveted lap joint (of the materials used in the 
experiments) to be equally likely to break either way when the tensile 
stress is 31.5 tons per sq. in., the shearing stress 23.0 tons per 
sq. in., and the bearing pressure 40 tons per sq. in., we should get 
for proportions of uniform (and maximum) strength 
pitch = 3.54 diameter of hole, 
diameter = 2-21 thickness of plate ; 
and if the plate had a natural tenacity of a9.5 tons per sq. in., such 
a joint would have a strength equal to nearly 77 per cent. of that of 
the solid plate. 
The effect of substituting punched for drilled holes can be 
estimated from the results given in Tables XII. and XIV. The 
excess of tensile resistance over that of the untouched plate is reduced 
t o  about 6-per.cent. 
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The joints experimented on were all made in 3 in. plate. The 
results probably hold good for fr in. plate also; but for 2 or 1 in. 
plate the excess of tensile resistance will probably be considerably 
reduced in practice by the comparatively much larger pitch which 
then becomes necessary. Even for 4 in. plate the large proportion 
of rivet diameter to thickness ( d = 2 * 2 5 t )  would be at best very 
inconvenient, and for greater thicknesses i t  would be impracticable. 
The proportional strength of the best practicable single-riveted joint 
will therefore decrease very much as the thickness increases. 
It is worth while, from a practical point of view, to notice that 
the results of the experiments of Series VIII., joints with seven 
rivets, do not differ from the earlier results of joints with three 
rivets, or even with two, in any way that can be attributed to the 
greater breadth; and therefore there seems no valid reason for 
refusing to accept, as applicable within proper limits to large joints, 
results obtained from experiments made on much smaller ones. Tho 
only exception to be made to this is that perhaps the larger value of 
the excess tensile resistance in Series VIII,, compared with the former 
experiments, may be partly due to the great width of the joints having 
counteracted any weakening effect (as compared with Series V. and 
Vn.) of the straight sides in the smaller joints. 
The Author would like once again to point out that, for the 
reasons already given, he has confined himself entirely to a statement 
and discussion of his own results, without comparing them with those 
of others. He may however be permitted to express his gratification 
that the recent admirable memoir published by the Board of Trade 
on this subject contains results which agree in every important 
respect with those just described, so far as they cover the same 
ground. 
n 2  
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v 9  
Y )  
9 9  
in. Plat 
Final permanent Extensioiis. I Tenacity. 
In the 2) in. 1 In I #  in. not including 
at fracture. fracture. 
I I '  I 
Nature of Fracture, &o. 
In the 10 in. 
total length. 
Considerable local extedon at two p-8. 
Irregularly across. 
Obliquely BCMWB. 
Distressed on surface. 
Irregularly ncro~s. ' 
Axis very much distorted. 
Surfaoe a good deal distressed. 













1 1  
1 1  
1 1  


















1 1  
9 1  
IIean 
4 %  
1 %  
1 1  
Mean 
2 
1 1  
1 1  
3$ 
1 9  
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RIVETED JOINTS.-TABLE 111. 
sERIES ~.-ELASTIC;ITY OF SPECIMENs.-(Steet Boiler Plate.-8pecimene pulled from Ping.) 
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Mean 
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RIVETED JOINTS,-TABLE V. 
SERIES II.-ULTIMATE XTENSION OF sPECrarENfL+S&ez Boiler Pla&,--Speoimem pulled in Wedge Grips.) 
Actual in. Percent. Actual in. 
1.11 14.8 1.88 
1.15 15'3 1.88 
1.16 15.5 1.94 
1-14 15-2 1-90 
1'41 18.8 2.56 
1.35 18.0 2.52 
1.58 21.1 2.82 
1.45 19.3 2.63 
-l;29- 17.2 ___ 2-26 
1.40 18.7 2.40 
1.56 20.8 2.50 
1.27 16.9 2.27 
-1.41- - ~ _ _  18.8 ___ 2.39 
1.22 16.3 2.32- 
1.25 16.7 1.97 
2.14 1.06 14.1 
1.18 16.1 2.14 
1.29 17.2 2.26 












1 1  
1 1  
'Dleau * 
1 1  
3 %  
Mean 




1 1  
7 s 
1 1  





Ultimate Permanent Extension. 
I I 
In the 7 1  in. In the 10 in, 














































Nature of Fracture, 8 c .  
Obltquely moss specimen. 
DO. 
Do. 
Some trades of longitudinal splitting. 
Do. Do. uo. 
Centre line very much &torM. 
Do. Do. Do. 
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SERIES II.-ELASTICITY OF SPECIMENS.-(&eel Boiler Plates.-&pecimens pulled i n  wedge Grips.) 
N o n i i d  
Dlmemlons. 
readth. Thickness. 




1 ,  
4 f 
7 ,  
Mean 
9 ,  ,, 
1 '  9 1  
Mean 
Ieau, 4 in. plate 
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31,350,000 _ _ ~  
29,590,00(1 
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RIVETED JOINTS.-TABLE VII. 
SUMWRY AND COYPARISON OF RESULTS, SERIES 1. ASD II.-(Tenacity of Steel Boiler Plates.) 





168-1 to 268-3 1% 
173-1 to 273-3 , , 
169-1 t o  269-3 4 
174-1 to 27.1-3 , , 
Mean, ; 
270-1 to 270-3 2 
175-1 to 275-3 
171-1 to 271-3 39 
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Mean 
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per sq. in. 
31,060,000 
27,400,000 
















269-2 only, for Aha and E. 
274-2 only, for Ae and E. 
270-1 and 270-2 only, for AE and E. 
276-3 only, for Af and E. 
Not tested with NedgeS. 
272-2 to 212-4 only, for Ae and E. 
Mean values of Ar m d  E: from tmnt.y 
plates. 
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SERIES III.-GENERAL R E S U L T S . - ( T ~ M ~ C ~ ~ ~ J  of Rivet Steel.) 
Limit of Elasticity. I Dimensions. Breaking Load * (On original area). 
Pounds Tons. 
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Mean - 61510 1 27.46 I Mean of 9 specimens 20.66 - 65250 1 29.12 21.4 - 













RIVETED JOINTS.-TABLE IX. 





































































































Position of Frclurc. t c .  
About 1 in. from one end. 
I n  middle. 
About 14 in. from one end. 
About 1 in. from one end., 
,. 9 .  * I  
,I > I  1. 
About 1 in. from one end. 
I .  I ,  I ,  
I u  m!ddle. 
















BIVEPED JOINTS.-TABLE X. 
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- [19*63] [21*70] r26.91) 
16.73 19.37 21.31 27.12 
12.88 12.88 120.8, 128.35 
14.80 1 18.12 121.09 127.73 
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'hese pieces were cut from the unstrained ends of the similarly numbered 















23.41 29.17 80 '3  
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SERIES V.-GENEUAL REsnLTs.-(8tee~ Boiler Plate, zaith Pultded and Drilled Holes.) 
Mean 
Pitch 


































Tenacity in Tons per sq. in. 
net section. 
Widths a8 under:- 
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322-1 to  4 
323-1 to 4 
plate, drilled holes 






























B-lorv is sketch of widest 
specimen. Those with 












plate, 5 punch, $4 die 


















324-1' to 4 
325-1 to 4 
326-1 to  4 
327-1 to 4 
328-1 to 4 
329-1 to  4 
1 plate, drilled holes 









[ plate, 4 punch, I die 



















34.14 - 1.084 - 
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in 4 in. 





I-------.- Ratio of 





22'13 77270 31'50 0'641 
22.05 77270 34'50 0.639 
22.09 77270 34.50 0.640 
22.68 75300 33'61 0,675 
22'63 78550 35.06 0.645 
---------- 
I ------- --__----- 
-_______-___ 






26*5 I }  3 2 2 & 3  20.7 
329 
328 
29'5 I} 3 2 6 & 7  
30.2 
Nature of Fractnre, &c. 
Some lamination near surface. 
Very dbtinct longitudinal splitting. 
I Some longitudinal splitting. Central 
line very much distorted. 
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Mean 
$56-1 to 4 
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2 plate, drilled holes 
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Mean 
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BElow is sketch of widest 























































30.88 - 30.18 - 30-08 - 30-98 - 30.53 1.058 0.954 































































































































RIVETED JOINTS.--TABLE XV. 
SERIES VA.-TENACITY OF PLATES USED. 































































































Tested a8 received. 
Cut from nustrained part of No. 4664.  
Cut from unstrained part of No. 454-4. 
Tested as received. 
Cut from unstrained part of No. 4 5 5 3 .  
Cut from unstrained part of No. 460-3. 






























For Tenacity, 8ee 



















2 388 a Mean 
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RIVETED JOINTS.-TABLE XVII. 
For Dinzeiasions, see KJ { Table XPI. SERIES VI.-GENERAL REsuLTs.--(First Series of Riveted Joints.) 
Tensile stress 
when joint broke. 
Pounds Tons 
per Pef 




0.258 62480 27.90 
0.246 71640 31'98 
67060 29.94 
0.338 ' 63600 28.40 
0.348 67020 29.92 
65310 29.16 
0.547 76410 34.11 
0.540 77690 34.68 
77050 34.40 
0.905 57540 25.68 
0.898 58190 25.98 
57870 25.83 
0.948 64810 28.93 
0.932 67540 30'15 
66170 29.54 
1.524 43510 19.42 
1.531 41170 18.35 
42340 18.90 
- ~~ __ 
-__ 













when joint broke. 
Shearing 
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Tearing 
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xi37 
Tearing Tearing I " 1 1  
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1 1  
Breaking Load 
per inch 

































It has been assumed in these calculations that the Rivet actually Elled up the hole which had been drilled for it. 




















i n d i n .  
2.002 















26'5 Fracture somewhat obliquely acToBB. 
24.3 Fracture irregularly &crow. 
27.3 Fracture very irregalarlyacrO5W. 
(in 6 in.) 























RIVETED JOINTS.-TABLE XVIII. 
SEBIES VI.-TENA~TY OF PLATES USED. 






































Nature of kacture, &c. 









RIVETED JOINTS.-TABLE XIX 
ts en 
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? *  
* ,  
Remarks. 
Form of specimen as sketch below. All specimens have the 
same diameter and number of Rivets. Noa. 431,432, and 433 
have the =me pitch, but different margins ; No& 434,435, and 
436 have the eame margin but different pitches. 
In all cases F=0.80; and nominal diameter of rivet is 0.75. 
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Shearin 6.54 11.0 
,, 1 6'62 11.3 




,, 6.28 11.1 
,, 5'90 11.3 























when joint broke. 
Tensile stress 
when joint broke. 
Shearing 
33.28 
Bearing pressure Breaking Load. 
when Joint broke. 
Joint 
broke by 
Per in. run. 
- 
Tons 





































433 It has been assumed 
in making the cdcu- 























47870 - 78800 































RIVETED JOINTS.-TABLE XXI. 
SERIES VII.-TENACITY OF PLATES USED. 
Limit of Elasticity. 
























































Nature of Fracture, bcc. 
Fracture obliquely across. Some longitudinal 
splitting. 
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Test 1 Total 1 of 1 ';Fh I Thi:p 
Holes. Plate. 











652-1 to  3 
653-1 to 3 
654-1 to 3 
655-1 to 3 
656-1 to 3 
657-1 to 3 
In. In. In. In. 
11.34 0.79 1.62 0.400 
11-84 0.86 1.68 0.399 
10.90 0.75 1.56 0.401 
12-20 0.78 1.74 0.386 
10.45 0.78 1.49 0.393 
12.32 0.79 1-77  0.3&7 
Remarks. 
Ends made similarly to those in Series YII. Seven rivets in each joint. 
















63.7 1 - 
RIVETED JOINTS.-TABLE XXIII. 
SERIES VIII.-GENER~L RESULTS.-(Fhd &Tie8 of Rlveted Joints.) 
Test 
Number. 
652-1 to 3 
653-1to3 
654-1 to 3 
655-1 to 3 
656-1 to 3 
657-1 to 3 
657-2 
Tensile Stress 





















































when joint broke. -
Pounds 
Pe: 








Highes't Single Result. 





































For Dimensions, g 
see Table X X I L  ,+ 
Breaking Load 













































































































0 * 574 
Means - 
RIVETED JOINTS.-TABLE XXIV. 
SERIEE VIII.-TENAGITY OF PLATES USED. 
Limit of Elasticity. 
Drop of Steelyard. 
40340 18.01 
35780 I 15.97 






























































































The numbers of these specimens 
correspond with the numbers of 
the plates in Series VIII. (see 
Tables XXII. and XXIII.) from 
which they were cut. 







































RIVETED JOINTS.-TABLE XXV. 




sq. in. sq. in. 
Remarks. 
All these specimens showed signs of passing a Limit of Elasticity at 
points varying from 58 per cent. to 85 per cent. (mean 10.3 per cent.) 
of their breaking load. 
A piece cut from the same bar and tested for tenacity had its limit at  
18'62 tons per sq. in., and broke at 2903 tons per sq. in. The 
ratio of shearing to tensile resistance is therefore in this case z3 
29.03' 
or nearly 91 per cent. 
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NOTE. 
Since the paper was read it has been pointed out to the author by Professor 
Unwin that without a little further explanation the formula given on page 229 
may be somewhat misleading. The first of the two equations given (viz. 
1.47 ( p  - d) t =Ed") is the equation which comes directly out from the 
experiments, and this equation gives an absolute relation which the pitch ought to 
bear to the diameter of the rivet whatever that diameter may be, this relation 
beingp = 0.53 - + d. This formula may always be used in cases of material 
and joints similar to those experimented upon, where both thickness of plate and 
diameter of rivet are fixed beforehand, and will give the best pitch for the given 
diameter of rivet. From the same equation however there can be obtained the 
relative strength of the joint and solid plate (neglecting, as a constant, the 




Therefore for any given ratio of diameter to pitch (f) the strength of the joint 
increases in proportion to the ratio of diameter to thickness. If the allowable 
bearing pressure be fixed beforehand, this ratio (;) is also fixed, as the 
equations show. The larger this ratio (other things being equal), the greater the 
inteusity of pressure on the rivet. The proportion d = 2.28 t corresponds to a 
pressure of about 40 tons per sq. in.; i t  may quite well be that further 
experimeuts will show a much higher pressure to be available. in which case a 
larger rivet might be used, and a greater strength obtained. But practical 
considerations would seldom allow a larger rivet to be used, and as plates become 
thicker they compel the use of a much smaller ratio of diameter to thickness. 
Hence for ordinary circumstances it G y  be said that to obtain the strongest 
single-riveted joint the rivets should be made as large as is practicable, and the 
pitch proportioned as given in this note. If the rivet diameter is less than 
2& times the thickness of the plate, the strength of the joint will inevitably be 
less than the strength of No. 657, although it may be the strongest possible 
joint with the given diameter of rivet. Professor Unwin points out that i n  
double and treble-riveted joints the proportionate loss of strength due to the 
use of too small rivets is very much less than in single-riveted joiuts-a point 
of great importance in many cases, and especially in heavy boiler-work. 
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Discussion on Biveted Joints. 
Professor KENNEDY desired to say one or two words. He wished, 
in the first place, to apologise for the length of his paper ; but it 
had to be put in the nature of a statement of results for the Institution, 
and he was therefore bound to make it as complete as possible. I n  
the next place he wished to mention a suggestion of his friend 
Mr. Willis, to whom he had been indebted for a good deal of help 
during the experiments :-namely, that the actual shearing resistance 
of the rivet in the plate, independently of the complication introduced 
by the bending of the plate, could be easily tested in the shearing 
apparatus. The method was simply to take two pieces of plate, rivet 
them together, cut out the part of the plates where the rivets were, 
in the form of discs with the rivets in the centre, put these into the 
apparatus and shear them dead fair. The shearing was thus 
accomplished without any bending outward. They had just been 
able to carry out these experiments, and Mr. Willis informed him 
that the shearing resistance came to 27h tons per sq. in. ; which was 
27 per cent. more than the average resistance of the same sized 
rivets when tested in the joints, and about 4 per cent. more than 
the natural average resistance of the same steel before it was made 
into the rivet. The rivets used were some which Nr. Boyd had 
been kind enough to send him, and were from the identical bars 
which had been used in Series VIII. The plates were also from 
Series VZII. Some of the shorn rivets were on the table. 
Mr. R. H. TWEDDELL said that at the request of the Committee on 
Riveted Joints he had k i d  before its members the appended Table 
(pp. 293-299), giving the practice1of several leading authorities as to 
the dimensions of riveted joints for different thicknesses of plate. His 
object in proposing the coqpilation of this Table to his colleagues 
on the Committee was simply that they might avail themselves of 
the experience gained in actual practice by the manufacturers of this 
country. The theoretical aspect of the question of riveted joints 
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had been so ably dealt with by other gentIemen, and especially in 
the two papers brought before the members on this occasion, that 
he might be excused if he confined himself t o  results shown in 
workshop practice. For. the slight contribution which he had thus 
made towards the elucidation of this subject he was indebted to the 
information kindly supplied by various firms, who were represented 
by the letters placed at the top of the columns. The general result 
of the information he had received (and he should be very glad if, 
before the final conclusion of the enquiry, any other gentlemen or 
firms would furnish similar data) was to show a great variation in 
the practice of boiler-makers in this country, and consequently a 
great variation in the strength of the joints designed by them. For 
greater clearness, he had worked out roughly the strength of the 
rivets and also of the plate in each joint, as a percents-ge of the 
strength of the solid plate. These figures were given in the Table, 
and the maximum and minimum results were also given in the diagram, 
Plate 33. That diagram showed at & glance how wide the variations 
were in practice; and also how, even with the best practice, the 
proportion of strength steadily declined as the plate was increased 
in thickness. 
Turning to Professor Kennedy’s paper, there was one point 
which he thought of the very greatest importance, namely the 
question of the “ elastic life ” of the material. That investigation 
seemed to him to be a most importnnt, and in some respects a rather 
startling one. I t  appeared that a set distinctly commenced at a load 
of 8.2 tons per sq. in., in a material which was capable of standing 
a stress of about 30 tons. If so, it would seem necessary to 
increase considerably the margin of safety with which engineers were 
now working in many of their structures. 
In  reference to the question which had been raised on p. 210, as 
to substituting some new term for L c  what is called commercially the 
limit of elasticity,” he would suggest that Professor Eennedy himself 
had on p. 211 given an indication as to what this term should be, 
where he spoke of cca change which is perhaps best described by 
the phrase breaking down.’’ He (Mr. Tweddell) would suggest that 
the stage in the experiments where the set curve was firsf distinctly 
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marked would be accurately described by the term “ limit of fatigue,” 
this being the point where i t  might be said that exhaustion had 
ensued, or a condition just previous to breaking down. He merely 
threw out the suggestion, as it occurred to him in reading Professor 
Kennedy’s remarks on the subject. 
Professor Kennedy had also alluded to the question of c c  margin 
and pitch.” One of the objects of compiling the Table he had 
presented was to discover the largest margin, and also the widest 
pitch, which could be given consistent with fair caulking. Of course 
a large margin gave an increased leverage to the caulking tool, 
tending to open the joint. In his own opinion however caulking 
was a barbarous process, and not at all necessary, if a joint was 
properly made and riveted to begin with. He believed that caulking, 
as formerly understood, was not now used in any good boiler shop. 
Fullering up, or simply closing up the joint with a light hammer 
and a small tool, was of course admissible ; but that did not involve 
any strain on the rivets. Further, the result of Professor Eennedy’s 
observations showed that a reduction of the margin to about the 
diameter of the rivet did not materially affect the strength of the 
joint ; and the Tables showed that, with double riveting, a pitch of 
44 diameters could be used in practice, which was also stated in 
Baron Clauzel’s paper (p. 190) as being the French practice. Therefore 
he thought that a step had been made in advance, in their knowledge 
of riveted joints, when it was shown not to be necessary for the 
strength of the joint to give a large margin ; and this, coupled with 
the fact that a good pitch was admissible, owing t o  the non-necessity 
for caulking, gave at once the elements of a good and economical 
joint. 
Mr. I?. W. WEBB said that his experience in riveting was mainly 
of a practical character, and he had no time now for making any 
further theoretical experiments, but he should like to say a few words. 
First, with regard to  caulking, Figs. 15 and 16, Plate 32, illustrated 
the method he adopted. Instead of caulking at all at the very edge of 
the plate, he bevelled the edge, and used a fuller or caulking tool F, 
made in the shape shown, so as to have no tendency to separate the 
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two thicknesses of plate. Another point with regard to his practice, 
which he had spoken of before (Proceedings 1879, p. 305), and which 
saved in  great measure the necessity of caulking, was that he always 
sponged the two inside surfaces of a joint with hot water and sal 
ammoniac, to eat off the magnetic oxide, before putting the plates 
together. Unless this were done, the oxide would generally get 
hammered off in some places and left on in others : and, where it was 
left on, it got pounded to powder in the act of riveting, and was so 
left between the plates; in which case the steam got in and cut 
away the joint. But the sponging of the two surfaces with sal 
ammoniac took the oxide entirely away; and his boilers were 
practically tight at  160 lbs. pressure when they cbme out of the 
shop, without anything further being done. 
There was a zemark in Baron Clauzel’s paper, p. 201, to the effect 
that the corrosion in ships was outside, and that the corrosion in 
boilers was inside. That however was not what he found in 
practice. In the steamers of the London and North Western 
Railway Co., at a11 events, the great trouble was, in carrying cattle, 
to prevent corrosion inside. What with the urine of the cattle 
getting on the plates, and the Board of Trade insisting that they 
should be lime-washed, their ships were rapidly corroding away. 
Again, he had found both in iron and steel boilers that the slightest 
weeping at the joints would cut out a plate very rapidly, in the 
form shown in Fig. 14. He had seen a plate cut half way through 
in six months, especially round the front angle-irons of a locomotive 
boiler. That had led him to use a very much wider flange for the 
angle-iron in locomotive boilers, as in Figs. 12 and 13, Plate 32, 
and to make the inner rivets at A +$ in. diam. and the outer rivets 
at  B only Q in. or +$ in. This had given a very much better result 
than he had hitherto obtained. He had previously found in practice 
that the weakening of the plate, by the rivets which united it to the 
short stiff angle-iron, caused it to bend, and gradually to corrode all the 
way round, as shown at C, Figs. 10 md 11. By softening off the 
thickness of the angle-iron a little more, and putting smaller rivets 
towards its edge, that was prevented, so that the plates did not 
now corrode there, a d  there was no trouble with leaky joints arising 
2 A  
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from the leverage of the angle-iron working on the weakest point of 
the plate. At the present time he had over 1600 locomotive boilers 
of steel, working at  140 to 145 lbs. per sq. in., and he had had 
no trouble whatever with them. 
In  reference to steel, he might be allowed to mention that down to 
the present time he had made over 100,000 practical tests on steel 
plates, and had never had to reject more than two plates for failing 
in actual work; and those two cases had been entirely due to 
mismanagement on the part of the men. Some little time ago he had 
a plate sent to him from one of the boilers that had failed in the case 
of the Livadia, a circumstance which had caused a great deal of 
sensation. He was rather Eurprised to find that the examination of 
this plate did not reveal what had caused the failure ; but having 
recently learnt the may in which the plates had been treated, he was 
no longer surprised that they failed. I n  his opinion they had been 
as ill-treated as any material could possibly be, both in the so-called 
annealing, and in the method of bending the plates. The idea of 
bending plates hot in rolls astonished him. I f  they would not stand 
bending cold, it would be better to send them to scrap at once. I n  the 
case of the piece sent to him from one of the fractured plates, he 
cut it in two, put one half aside as he had received it, and sent the 
other half into the shops without letting the men know where it came 
from, merely saying, “Treat that plate as you treat ours.” The 
result was, after they had annealed the plate in the usual way- 
which was practically nothing else than putting all the particles of 
the plate at rest, without any softening off, or covering up with sawdust 
or sand &c.-they punched a $-in. hole in a strip 3$ in. wide, and then 
drove a 2-in. drift right through the plate cold, without fracture. He 
then had the other half bent double while cold, and that although i t  
still showed a fractured edge, just as it was cut out of the boiler. 
He thought those tests showed that it was the way in which the plates 
had been dealt with, both in attempting to anneal them and in 
the manufacture of the boilers, that had caused them to fail; and 
yet it had been put down as the fault of steel generally, and had 
thus made people, without any real reagon whatever, afraid of using 
steel. 
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His method of practically dealing with steel plates for boilers 
was as follows. He first punched all the holes by a template machine, 
using a large bolster: he then raised the plates just to a blood-red 
heat, and put them on one side to cool; and then did all the other 
work cold. When the plates were cold, they were bent into the 
proper circle, sponged with sal ammoniac, and put together. After 
the boilers were made, the whole of the scale was taken off inside 
with sal ammoniac and water; and as soon as they were dry they 
mere given a coating of glycerine, if the boiler was likely not to be 
used at once, in order that corrosion might not go on any further. 
Tho small ends of the two punched holes were put together ; and be 
liked to have a very deep head for the rivets, so that they should not 
give way. Rivet-heads were sometimes made so flat that they actually 
curled up round the edge, end so caused leakage. I n  the longitudinal 
joints he put the rivets in double shear by using a thin cover-plate 
outside and inside. In that case, and that only, he punched the hole 
about Q in. smaller than the finished size, and then put a rimer 
through the three thicknesses together, ctnd they came as true 8s 
possible. On this method he was now making boilers at  the rate 
of four every week-locomotive boilers working at 140 lbs. pressure ; 
and they gave no trouble whatever. 
Mi.. W. BOYD thought i t  was a little unfortunate that the discussion 
should have already begun to wander away from the very interesting 
line that had been indicated by Professor Kennedy’s paper. I t  
appeared to him that, curiously enough, the most interesting points 
which had been developed in the investigation were not those which 
the Committee had immediately before them when they set about 
&cir experiments. When they began, their object was to lay before 
the Institution, on some conclusive, and as far as possible 
authoritrative, basis, the best practical form of riveted joint. But, 
as the results of Mr. Tweddell’s Table and Professor Kennedy’s 
experiments showed, the joints in w e  in the best boiler-making 
practice coincided fairly with the joint which was found theoretically 
to be most satisfactory. But there were two points more particularly 
2 A 2  
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brought out by Professor Kennedy’s paper, which to him certainly 
were entirely novel. The first, and the most important of those 
points, was the very early period at which the material that had 
been tested showed signs of breaking down or giving may. That 
matter seemed to him to be one that had never been sufficiently 
considered ; but the acceptation or rejection of Professor Kennedy’s 
conclusions would have a most important effect upon the construction 
of all boilers, of all girders, and of all structures whose strength 
depended upon the vitality of steel such as that on which the 
experiments had been made. The material appeared to lose its full 
life, so to speak, at so much earlier a stage than they had been 
accustomed to imagine, that, unless some corrective could be applied, 
it  appeared to him desirable at any rate that the fact should be 
thoroughly recognised in the designing of boilers and similar 
structures. This appeared to him to be the point brought out by 
Professor Kennedy’s paper, which more than any other deserved 
attention, discussion, and deliberation on the part of the members. 
Professor Kennedy had also propounded a most interesting theory 
as to the increased strength of the material after it had been punched 
or drilled. That was another point which might very well be 
discussed by the members present; and it appeared to him that 
the suggested explanation accounted well for what had always been 
an obscure problem. 
The PRESIDENT said that, as to permanent set, he might refer the 
members to remarks he had made at a meeting held some time 
since (Proceedings 1878, p. 256), when he had mentioned that in 
experiments made upon iron tie-rods it had been found in every case 
that the set took place much earlier than had been generally 
supposed, or  at about 8 tons per sq. in. 
Mr. T. W. TRAILL thought that the valuable paper by Professor 
Kcnnedy, which had been read, deserved very full discussion and 
most careful attention; and he regretted that, owing to the short 
time he had been in possession of it, the few remarks he shouId 
make would not, he feared, be such as the paper merited. I n  
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the first place he observed that Professor Kennedy said, p. 207, that 
within certain limits no difference was made by alterations in the 
width of the specimens tested. That, no doubt;, was the result of 
Professor Eennedy's own observations ; but it certainly was not in 
accordance with other experiments. He thought i t  very desirable 
that there should be a uniform width and length fixed for all test 
pieces, so that fair and reliable comparisons might be made. He 
entirely agreed with Professor Kennedy that the length should always 
be stated for which the extension was given; because if that were 
not known the results would be useless, in fact they might evcn be 
misleading and mischievous. Ten inches was a very convenient 
length for many reasons-if for no other, because it saved trouble 
in calculations-and he thought i t  should be always adhered to. 
With reference to the elastic limit, he certainly thought that the 
point where uniform extension ended, as given in column II., 
Table III., was more satisfactory than the point at which the metal 
broke down : while if it was a very hard material the two would be 
coincident. He thought however that engineers need not aiarm 
themselves on account of the permanent set that took place in mild 
steel,' a6 it had been found that at the same proportion of the 
ultimate stress it was not greater than with good iron; and the 
tensile strength .of mild steel was well known to be greatly above 
that of iron. 
Professor Kennedy had made some interesting experiments with 
regard to the shewing strength of single rivets ; but however 
scientific, and however valuable or interesting, they might be, the 
results were not the same as those that had been obtained in 
practice : as his own experiments on riveted joints had in fact shown. 
The results obtained with the shearing apparatus were much higher 
than those given in actual joints : and he thought it was worthy of 
notice that the shearing strength of rivets in practice was much less 
than was commonly supposed : their shearing strength was usually 
supposed to correspond to a much higher percentage of the tensile 
strength than was really the case. 
It was stated on p. 216 that the mean diameter of the rivet holes 
had been taken in  calculatiug the amount of metal removed, instead 
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of taking the smaller diameter of the hole. He thought that was 
hardly (t desirable practice, and that a virong imprcssion might be 
formed from it, It was not only the strength of the net section 
that was wanted; i t  was the strength of the gross section of the 
joint, and the strength per inch run. Perhaps Professor Kennedy 
would allow him to suggest that when reprinting the paper it would 
be a great boon if he would add other columns to his Tables, giving 
the tensile strength per sq. in. of the individual plates which formed 
each joint, and the actual strength of the joint as compared with the 
calculated strength. These he thought would be found very useful 
to readers, in place of their having to make such calculations 
themselves. He hoped Professor Kennedy would continue these 
experiments for the Institution, going on with double lap-joints and 
double butt-joints after he had finished with single lap-joints. 
Mr. R. C. LONGRIDGE said the first thing that occurred to him 
in reading Professor Kennedy’s paper was the very high proportional 
strength of the joint No. 657-2, namely 63.7  per cent. (Table XXIII.). 
Speaking from memory, he believed that was the strongest single- 
riveted lap-joint which had been tested, either in iron or in steel. He 
was not altogether surprised at that result, because he believed it was 
greatly due to the large size of the rivets. He was already aware that 
by using larger rivets, even when the net sectional area of the plate was 
reduced, a stronger joint might be obtained. Another point, which, 
had already been alluded to, was the relation between the proportions 
laid down in the paper and those met with in practice. Mr. Boyd 
had spoken of the results as rather confirming practice, but he 
hardly agreed with that view. Taking the formula given in p. 229, 
i t  would be found that for 4 in. plates the holes would be 1; in. 
diameter, and 2&$ in. pitch. I n  practice he was not aware that they 
had anything like that. I n  Mr. Tweddell’s statement, the nearest he 
could find for 9 in. plates was, diameter of rivet +$ in., pitch 2,5, in. 
Before seeing Mr. Tweddell’s Table, he had intended to say that 
he did not think in ordinary boiler-making practice they met with 
larger diameter for 3 in. single-riveted joints than 5 in., nor a wider 
pitch than about 3 in. ; while according to Mr. Tweddell’s Table, 
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p. 294, with 4 in. plates and ++ in. diameter rivets, the widest pitch 
was only Zf5, in. He did not think that he had ever himself seen a 
larger diameter than 5 in. for & in. plates. 
The PRESIDENT pointed out that Mr. Tweddell’s Table referred 
entirely to iron, whereas Professor Kennedy’s experiments were all in 
steel. 
Mi. LONGRIDGE said that certainly made a considerable difference. 
There was another point which had struck him as really the most 
remarkable part of the paper, namely what Professor Kennedy called 
the increase of strength due to the perforation of the plates. He 
happened to be acquainted with the particulars of 8 long series of 
experiments made with specimens of solid plates, of perforated plates, 
and of riveted joints ; and in every single instance-whether the plates 
were annealed or unannealed, whether the holes were drilled or 
punched, whatever was the arrangement of the holes as to pitch, and 
whether the joints were single or double riveted-instead of there being 
an increase of strength due to perforation, there was an absolute loss. 
Those experiments however were with iron plates ; and the results 
were corroborated by a series of experiments made by Mr. Kirkaldy 
on iron plates made at Ernpp’s works and at various Yorkshire 
works. I n  most of them there was an absolute decrease, instead of an 
increase, of strength due to perforation ; but in a few of thern,in which 
the holes were drilled, he believed there Wa6 an increase, though only 
a slight one, nothing like so much as stated in the paper. Mr. 
Kirkaldy, in his remarks on the experiments, observed, and he 
himself believed correctly, that this was due not so much to any 
different effect of punching and drilling, as to a difference in the 
quality of the material used. Therefore he had no doubt that the 
fact of the plates which Professor Eennedy Bad experimented upon 
being of steel was sufficient to account for what at first appeared to  
be very remarkable. 
He would venture rather to question the correctness of an 
expression used in the paper, p. 216, ‘‘ natural tenacity,” in connection 
with the testing of an unperforated plate. Afterwards i t  was 
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stated, p. 217, that “The inevitable consequence is that, before the 
material breaks, the stress on it is not uniform (as i t  is commonly 
assumed to be), but is much greater at  the centre than at the sides ; ” 
and a little further on it was pointed out that, consequently upon the 
perforation of the plate, there was a more uniform stress on the 
section torn. Would i t  not be more correct to speak of the strength 
in tho latter case as the natural tenacity of the plate? That was a 
point which Mr. Kirkaldy had referred to in his “Experiments on 
the strength of Wrought Iron and Steel,” where he laid considerable 
stress on the reduction in sectional area after fracture. 
The PRESIDENT observed that Mr. Kirkaldy generally gave in his 
Tables the reduced area of section at the point of fracture ; and in 
some quarters there had been a practice of gauging the degree of 
ductility by that reduction of area; but that was rather a vexed 
question. Many persons considered that when the bar was drawn 
out small at  the last moment, and a ‘c waist ” made to it, the strength 
was already gone, and that this therefore was not a good criterion. 
Mr. LONGRIDQE thought at any rate the perforation of the plate 
seemed to equalise the intensity of the strain on the different parts ; 
and therefore it appeared to him that it might be more correct to 
speak of the “natural tenacity” of the plate in that case than in 
the case where Professor Eennedy spoke of it, namely in the testing 
of an unperforated plate. 
Mr. W. SCH~NHEYDER considered the method adopted by Professor 
Kennedy in testing rivets for shearing was very ingenious, but i t  
appeared to him to be open to a certain amount of doubt as to 
the results obtained; because, in shearing a rivet, as soon as a 
considerable stress was applied by the shearing dies BB, Fig. 3, 
Plate 30, the rivet would be distorted, would elongate to a small 
extent, and the dies would be forced asunder. That must cause a 
certain amount of friction in the chamber C, which would make the 
shearing resistance appear greater than it ought to be. Professor 
Kennedy would no doubt say whether he had found any considerable 
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friction to exist in testing the shearing of a rivet in that manner. 
It would be an improvement simply to hold the dies together by 
a bolt, instead of putting them into a chamber: in other words, to 
mrew the ends of the rivet rod, and apply nuts to prevent the 
dies from separating. There would not then be the friction in the 
chamber, and a better effect would be produced. 
Mr. W. 5. HALL said, with regard to the coincidence of Professor 
Kennedy's figures and those of ordinary practice, it would perhaps 
be correct to say that they were tolerably coincident as to pitch, 
but not as to diameter. Taking the diameter as 2-25 x the 
thickness of the plate, and multiplying that again by 2-25 for the 
pitch, they would get something near the average proportion of pitch 
used in practice for single-riveted joints ; but there would be a much 
larger diameter of rivet than was usually employed. He also thought 
that, when the experiments were carried on to double-riveted joints, it 
would be found that there was a much wider discrepancy between the 
figures for the strongest possible joint and those of actual practice. 
His experience of double-riveted joints was that as a rule too many 
rivets were put in them. 
With reference to another point, it was absolutely necessary in 
practice to allow for tho weakening of the joint by corrosion, as 
suggested in Baron Clauzel's paper, p. 201. Out of upwards of 200 
cases of repairs to boilers, which he had personally superintended 
and examined, in all but one (which was in every way exceptional) 
he had found that the joint had failed through tearing or ripping 
of the plate, generally along the seam, but sometimes from the rivet 
hole to the edge. He therefore thought it was necessary to give 
an excess of strength to the plate, rather than to the rivet. Moreover 
i t  was easy to replace a rivet, if the rivet-head dropped off or anything 
of that sort happened; but it was not so easy to replace a plate when 
it was cracked through one or two holes. 
Mr. JEREMIAH HEAD wished to add his individual testimony to the 
great value of the two papers, although, on account of their length and 
the large number of calculations in them, it was only possible to catch 
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as it were a few points for discussion. The President had referred to a 
previous discussion when he had mentioned the point at which iron 
began to give way as being about 8 tons per sq. in., just about the 
same as in the case of Professor Kennedy’s experiments. He believed 
the President had added that i t  was iron of a very soft character. 
The PRESIDENT said it was not particularly so. 
Mr. HEAD said the President would at least admit that the harder 
qualities of iron would stand higher strains before set began. The 
experience he had himself had was mainly with North-country iron, 
which was of a harder character ; and that mould certainly stand 
11 or 1 2  tons per sq. in. without beginning to give way, and in many 
cases much more. Rut no doubt it was undesirable that iron should 
be so hard as not to begin to give way at something like 10 or 11 tons, 
I n  the case of mild steel great efforts had been made to make it soft, in 
order that the range,from its beginning to give way up to its final giving 
way, should be a8 long as possible. But perhaps that also might be 
overdone, because engineers did not want their structures, whether of 
iron or steel, to begin to give way at too early a period; but to be 
able to rely upon their remaining stiff and strong up to a certain 
known point. 
With regard to riveted joints, it  should not be forgotten that 
the papers mere dealing with joints which had been tested as straight 
lines in a testing machine : whereas in a large number of constructions, 
as in the case of ship-building and boiler-making, the plates were 
curved. Now it  had been truly said that, make the best joint they 
possibly could, still a solid plate was stronger than any joint; i t  
therefore behoved them to take the greatest possible care to make their 
joints as strong as possible, and to see that every part of them was 
sound. In a previous discussion (Proceedings 1878, p. 582) he had 
called attention to the effect of punching rows of-holes along the edge 
of a plate, and afterwards bending the plate cold. Now he was not 
quite sure whether in the case of very mild steel that mattered much 
or not; but he was quite certain that it did matter in the case of 
iron, especially if the bending were across the grain, and if, instead 
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of single-riveted joints, double riveting and especially triple riveting 
were used. If there were three rows of holes, as in the case of the 
boiler that had been referred to in the Litdiia, the third row gave & 
great additional leverage for the rolls to act with ; and certainly the 
plate would prefer to bend sharp at that row, rather than to bend equally 
throughout the part between the rolls. He had frequently seen in 
boiler-makers’ works about the country, making small upright boilers 
where the grain of the plate ran vertically, that, if they were double- 
riveted and bent cold after punching, there was a sharp bend to be 
observed in both plates along the inside row of rivets, which was 
certainly very bad. I n  such a case, where a boiler-maker supposed he 
was getting extra strength by 8 double row of rivets, he was really 
making that part a very weak place in the boiler. But that was not. 
the whole question. The effect of bending after punching was 
suddenly to increase the curvature at  each line of rivets; and when 
the plate came to be brought round into ri circle for a small boiler, it 
was evident that the two ends would come into the position shown 
(on an exaggerated scale of course) in Fig. 19, Plate 32. Then, since 
this joint had to be riveted together, the edges had to be knocked back 
by some means or other, and very likely in a country shop that would 
be done rather ronghly ; and that gave a still worse chance to those two 
points. He thought that engineers ought not to forget that weak point, 
not only in boilers, but also in ships. I n  the thick plates, 2 in. or H in. 
thick, which were about the bilge strake, all the holes were usually 
punched before any bending was done; then the plates were put 
through the bending rolls, and often they nearly broke through in 
that place. Of course the argument of the ship-builder was that if 
the plates would not stand that bending they were bad. He did not 
know that that was necessarily correct ; but in any case he believed 
that plates were often thus injured, without any actual crack being 
seen. They apparently stood the test, and they were put into the 
ship; but they were’ weak at that point, and that was the point 
where they would finally give way. 
Mr. W. JOHN wished to know if Professor Kennedy could give any 
curve for iron, showing the extensions with different stresses, similar 
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to the one he had given in Fig. 1, Plate 30, for steel. He thought it 
would be found to be somewhat analogous. Some time ago, in trying to 
verify, for some calculations he was making, the modulus of elasticity, 
and analysing some of the results of tests, where the extension was 
given for different stresses, he found that the smaller extensions 
gave quite B different modulus of elasticity from what he got higher 
up the scale. For instance, taking the stretch at 5 tons per sq. in., 
he found a modulus of elasticity different from what he got by taking 
the corresponding stretch at 3 or 7 or 10 tons; and to such an 
extent was this difference impressed on his mind that he could not 
help thinking the modulus of elasticity, in dealing with structures, 
might have to be considered not as a constant, but as some function 
of the stress applied. The experiments conducted under the Research 
Committee by Professor Kennedy bad been, as he understood, entirely 
with steel ; but perhaps Professor Kennedy, in the ordinary course of 
his investigations, might have experimented similarly upon iron ; 
and he was sure it would be very valuable both to that meeting and 
to the whole profession if they could get from him information 
on the point he had mentioned. 
Another point to which he should like to refer was the effect of 
punching steel plates. Professor Kennedy’s tests were all on t in. 
or Q in. plates. He had himself both seen and made many experiments 
in this direction, and had found this very remarkable fact : that 
while punching had very little effect upon thin plates, it caused D 
great loss of strength in thick plates; in fact he had observed a 
loss of over 30 per cent. in experiments most carefully prepared, 
some with small and some with large specimens, and with widths of 
7 or 8 in. of plate, having a couple of holes punched in them. 
Hence he thought that the conclusions drawn by Professor Kennedy 
as to the small injury done to steel by punching might be somewhat 
too favourable; and that if he continued these experiments with 
thicker plates, he would find it almost impossible to get results 
showing so little loss due to punching as was stated in his paper. 
The explanation given by Professor Kennedy of the results he had 
obtained was, he thought, very reasonable and very correct. 
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He was not sure whether the experiments described in the paper had 
gone sufficiently far to justify a general deduction that there was not 
much difference between testing a narrow strip and a wide plate. His 
own experiments rather tended to show that wide strips, especially 
with thin plates, were not so reliable as narrower ones. He thought 
they should be cautious in concluding that strips fairly represented 
plates under strain for all cases, so that a broad plate would break a t  
the centre, and when the two parts were put together the edges would 
meet but not the centre, as stated in the paper, p. 217. And there 
was another peculiarity to be considered, which everybody must have 
noticed who had had experience in testing : namely that at the centre 
of the fracture the reduction in area was chiefly in thickness, the plate 
being drawn down thinner ; whereas towards the edges, where the 
plate was free to contract in the other direction also, the contraction 
generally took place from the edges inwards, and the plate became 
narrower instead of thinner. Thus the contraction going on in a 
strip was almost entirely different towards the edges and towards the 
centre ; and it would thus be seen there was room for much difference 
in behaviour between a narrow strip and a broad plate. 
Mr. DRUITT HALPIN said he had lately seen some experiments 
made in testing steel bars, which might prove interesting to the 
meeting. The bars were about 1 in. in diameter by 10 in. long. 
The machine in which they were tested was made to record a perfect 
diagram of the stress acting, as well as of the amount the test-piece 
had elongated, at  every moment during which the experiment was 
being carried out. The load was applied by means of hydraulic 
pressure generated in a differential accumulator, the original pressure 
for working the machiue being derived from the water pressure in 
the town mains. Owing to the use of this arrangement, i t  was 
possible to make a test either in one or two seconds, or as slowly as 
might be desired; and it was interesting to note the fact that no 
difference could be detected in the diagrams obtained, whether the 
test was performed with the greatest possible rapidity, or in a more 
gradual manner. The counterbalance used for measuring the load 
applied was fixed on a bell-crank differential lever, so that it was 
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evidently perfectly self-adjusting-a matter of the greatest possible 
consequence, as it was in his opinion quite impossible to determine 
correctly either the limit of elasticity or the actual breaking load in 
any kind of machine of the ordinary construction, in which the 
weight on the lever had to be tentatively moved backwards and 
forwards by hand, to enable the lever to ‘‘ float,” and to put the load 
and resistance temporarily in equilibrium. By the use of this 
machine a very interesting fact was ascertained, which to himself at 
least was new : namely that the actual stress on the testcpiece, at thc 
moment when rupture took place, was always considerably below even 
the limit of elasticity. When this limit was passed, the curve of 
resistance on the diagram rose irregularly to a maximum; then 
dropped in the same way to a point lower than that corresponding to 
the elastic limit ; and then fell vertically, indicating actual rupture. 
The explanation of the fact that rupture took place at a load much 
less than the maximum load which had been applied must be, he 
thought, that, after the limit of elasticity had been passed, the fibres 
of the material where it was fibrous, or the molecules in the case of 
steel, were so distressed, that they were unable any longer to offer 
sufficient resistance to the counterbalance, as to prevent it from 
travelling downwards at a greater speed than that at which it could 
be balanced by the hydraulic load transmitted through the test-piece. 
Mr. LAVINGTON E. FLETUHER had but little to add to the very 
eIaborate papers that had been read ; but would offer a contribution 
.on a point of some interest, bearing on the subject indirectly rather 
than directly. 
Some time ago the Manchester Steam Users’ Association bad a 
boiler constructed for the purpose of subjecting it to a series of 
experimental hydraulic bursting tests. They made nine such tests, 
repairing each rent as it occurred, and then bursting the boiler 
again. In repairing the boiler for the last test the greater part of 
the outer shell was replated. These experimental bursting tests gave 
some useful practical results, which it might be of interest to refer 
to  on the present ocoasion. 
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The boiler was 21 ft. long, and had a diameter in the shell of 
7 ft., and in the furnace tubes of 2 ft. 9 in. ; while both the shell and 
the furnace tubes were composed of seven rings of plating about 3 ft. 
wide. The plates were of iron, of Suedshill Best Best brand, and 
measured & in. thick in the cylindrical portion of the shell, + in. 
in the tubes, and f r  in. in the flat ends. The longitudinal joints in 
the shell were double-riveted throughout in the first instance ; but 
subsequently one plate with single-riveted joints was introduced, to 
afford the means of comparison. All the transverse joints were 
single-riveted, while the holes in the shell were punched, both in the 
single and in the double-riveted seams. 
Under the hydraulic test the boiler burst at the double-riveted 
longitudinal seams, at a pressure of 300 lbs. per sq. in. when hand- 
riveted, and 310 lba. when machine-riveted; while at the single- 
riveted seam it burst at a pressure of 275 lbs. per sq. in., this seam 
being machine-riveted. 
After the hydraulic burstings were completed, double-riveted and 
single-riveted sample strip joints, corresponding as nearly as might 
be with those in the boiler, and made of plates cut therefrom, were 
sent to Mr. Kirkaldy to be tested in the ordinary way, in order to 
afford the means of comparing the results obtained by pulling the 
joints asunder in a testing machine with those obtained by bursting 
them in an actual boiler by hydraulic pressure. Also some plain strips 
cut from the boiler were tested, to show the tenacity of the plates. 
Sixteen test strips 
each 2 in. wide tore asunder, when pulled in the direction of the fibre, 
at  a mean load of 20.6 tons per sq. in. of original sectional area, and 
23.79 tons per sq. in. of fractured area. When pulled &cross the 
fibre they tore asunder under a mean load of 19-41 tons per sq. in. 
of original area, and 21 64 tons per sq. in. of fractured area. The 
mean extension on a length of 10 in. in the direction of the fibre was 
7 - 4  per cent., and across the fibre 5.9 per cent. Two double-riveted 
sample strip joints strained in the direction of the fibre, and 
measuring 12& in. in width, with the rivets placed zigzag, were 
found to have a strength of 53.84 per cent. of the solid plate ; while 
two single-riveted sample strip joints, also strained in the direction 
The machine tests gave the following results. 
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of the fibre, and measuring 12 in. in width, were found to have a 
strength of 41.02 per cent. of the solid plate. 
It was interesting to compare the results of the hydraulic 
burstings of the actual boiler with the machine tests. On calculation 
i t  was found that the metal between the rivets in the boiler bore as 
nearly as might be 20 tons per 6q. in. at the moment of bursting ; 
while the test strips, as already stated, broke at 20.6 tons per sq. in., 
calculated on the original area. The strength of the double-riveted 
seams in the actual boiler was 64.72 per cent. of the solid plate, and 
of the single-riveted seam 57.11 per cent. ; while the strength of the 
double-riveted sample strip joints in the tesfing machine was 53.84 
per cent. of the solid plate, and of the single-riveted joint 41.02 per 
cent., the joints being machine-riveted in each case. Thus the 
double-riveted joint attained a higher breaking strain by 20 per cent., 
and the single-riveted joint by 40 per cent., when burst in the boiler 
by hydraulic pressure, than when pulled asunder in a testing machine. 
Possibly however some allowance should be made for the fact that 
only one plate single-riveted was introduced at the longitudinal seams, 
all the others in the cylindrical portion of the shell being double- 
riveted. 
There had lately been a discussion as to the correctness of Sir 
William Fairbairn’s estimate of 56 per cent. for the strength of a 
single-riveted lap joint, as compared with the solid plate; but the 
results of these hydraulic boiler burstings appeared to agree with 
that estimate of Sir William Fairbairn’s very closely. 
The fact that these hydraulic tests showed that the strength of 
the seams of rivets in the actual boiler very much exceeded that of 
the sample strip joints in the testing machine, seemed to him to be 
important, and to be worthy of further investigation. It was generally 
assumed that the results obtained by tearing riveted joints asunder in 
a testing machine represented the strength of the joints in a boiler. 
These experimental boiler burstings however had shown that such 
was not the case, but that a boiler was stronger than it had generally 
been assumed to be, from the results of experiments on riveted joints 
conducted with a testing machine. I f  lap joints which had been 
strained in a testing machine were examined, it would be seen that 
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the plates were curled iip at the ends. The plates were subjected 
to a cross-breaking action. They were not fairly torn, but were 
broken in detail little by little, commencing at the skin of the convex 
or outer side of the bend. In the boiler, the double thickness of 
metal formed by the overlap of the transverse seams acted as so many 
stiffening rings, and prevented the distortion of the seams, somewhat as 
encircling hoops stiffened a flue tube and prevented collapse. In  this 
way the joints were kept up to their work, until they were fairly pulled 
asunder. One or two engineers to whom he had mentioned these 
facts rather doubted the correctness of the view, and thought that as 
these hydraulic bursting tests had been applied only to B single 
boiler they required repetition to afford them confirmation. Under 
these circumstances, as the Institution of Mechanical Engineers had 
begun to investigate the strength of riveted joints, it  appeared to 
him desirable that they should follow i t  up by making some further 
hydraulic bursting tests of actual boilers ; and he would recommend 
this subject to the consideration of the Council. 
I t  had been questioned by a previous speaker whether punching a 
hole in a plate really did strengthen it. Some plates 12 in. wide, 
tested by Mi,. Kirkaldy for the Manchester Steam Users' Association, 
were perforated with a row of punched holes running across them, the 
bolster being about & in. larger in diameter than the punch. These 
were certainly found to attain a higher breaking strain thau the plain 
2-in. test strips : of course he did not mean in the gross, but pro rat&. 
With regard to the pitch of rivets, he thought boiler-makers were 
often wrong in putting them so close together ; they wanted to make 
a tight boiler under test, and were afraid of its leaking. Some time 
ago a boiler tested with hydraulic pressure by the Manchester Steam 
Users' Association, having a diameter of 6 ft. G in., and made of 
plates only 3 in. in thickness, was found to be quite tight at 120 lbs. 
per sq. in., though the rivets were pitched as much as 3 in. apart. 
Other boilers had been quite tight with rivets pitched as much as 4 in. 
apart." 
* Four marine boilers, 8 ft. 6 in. in diameter and made of plates 9-16th in 
in thickness, were found to stand a hydraulic test of 160 lbs. per sq. in. 
2 B  
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Referring to the importance of making boilers truly circular, he 
stated that he had lately had brought under his notice three locomotive 
boiler explosions, in which the primary rent had occurred just at the 
cdge of the inner overlap, in one of the longitudinal seams of rivets 
in the barrel of the boiler, although the plates mere of Low Noor 
iron and the boilers by first-class makers. Engineers were familiar 
with the ordinary groove or furrow, from which several locomotive 
boiler explosions had occurred. In  this case however there was no 
furrow, but a fine hair crack Iurlring under the edge of the overlap. 
The locomotive superintendent, to get at the bottom cf the matter, 
cut up the boiler of a sister engine that had not failed ; and on taking 
the plates out and bending them bnck at the overlap, he found they 
were cracked almost through to the skin in some places, although 
the crack was so fine that it might easily have escaped detection. I n  
t,he barrels of locomotives he recommended that the longitudinal 
joints should be made with double butt-strips, one inside and the 
other outside, so that the boiler might be truly cylindrical, and thus 
changes of shape under alternations of pressure avoidcd, and grooving 
prevented. 
Mr. W. W. BEAUMONT, referring to the diagram of extensions, 
Fig. 1, Plate 30, said that two or three speakers seemed to be afraid 
lest the early appearance of set indicated that it would bc necessary 
to take some point much lower than the ordinary limit of elasticity, 
as the basis to go upon in  fixing the strength of any particular 
structure. But on observing the exceeding minuteness of the actual 
extensions, instead of merely glancing at the magnified diagram, the 
scale of which conveyed at  first sight an exaggerated idea, it would be 
satisfactorily, nothing beyond a few uniniportant tear drops occurring here and 
there, though the pitch of the rivets was as much as 4-14 in. I n  this case the 
longitudinal seams were double-riveted, and made with double butt-strips 7-16th~ 
in. thick, one placed inside the boiler and the other outside, so as to put the 
rivets in double shear. The diameter of the rivets was 15-16th in., the pitch 
longitudinally 4.14 in., as already stated, and diagonally 22 in., so that one row 
was placed lit in. behind the other ; the holes being drilled, and the riveting done 
by machine. 
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seen that really the set was so very small up to the limit of elasticity 
that no fear need arise as to their being able to use the old limit of 
elasticity. There was no doubt a certain amount of set previous to 
arriving at the strain which produced destructive elongation ; but 
it was very small indeed. 
Mr. W. SCEONHEYDER asked if Nr. Fletcher could state what was 
the least distance apart from centre to centre of the two rows of 
rivets in the joint he had spoken of, which was quite tight with a 3 in. 
pitch. Of course this depended upon what was the actual distance 
between rivets necessary to make a tight joint : when measured 
diagonally it might prove to be as little as 2 in., and that woulcl 
account for the tightness. 
Nr. FLETCHER replied that the two rows of rivets were 1% in. apart, 
and while the longitudinal pitch was 3 in. the diagonal pitch was 
15 in. He thought wider pitches and larger rivets than those 
generally adopted would make a stronger jpint. But i t  was very 
difficult to get boiler makers to pitch their rivets further apart in 
ordinary land practice than 24 in. He did not doubt they might 
exceed this pitch, but they did not like to risk it. 
Nr. JEREYIAH HEAD begged permission to ask Mr. Fletcher a 
question. He understood him to say that, according to his experience, 
Qhe part between the rivet-holes was actually strengthened by the 
punching, and that it was when the bolster was relatively large that 
the increase of strength occurred. But, referring to the sketch, 
Slate 32, Fig. 17, suppose P to be the punch, L the part of a plate 
being punched through, R the burr that was driven out, and DD 
the bolster ; then if the hole in the bolster was a pretty good fit with 
the punch, the burr would generally be found to come through 
perfectly sound, provided the platc was of anything like reasonable 
quality. But if the hole in the bolster was much larger than the 
punch, as in Fig. 18, then, whatever the quality of the plate, the 
burr would be bulged out as shown, and cracked on the lower side, 
leaving of course a conical hole in the plate. Now if the hole in the 
2 B 2  
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bolster was a good fit, and the punch went clean through, one would 
expect that the metal on the surface would be compressed in the 
Brst instance, and forced outwards before i t  began to give way ; and 
therefore that there mould be some increase of density round the 
hole. But if it was a wide hole, then to some extent the metal of the 
burr was torn out sideways all round:; and one would expect that if 
anything the metal round the hole would be rather disturbed and 
weakened than the reverse. Perhaps Nr. Fletcher would explain 
whether, in his opinion, it was really the large hole in the bolster 
that produced the good effect on the strength of the iron left between 
the holes. 
Mr. FLETCHER said he thought the cause of that effect had been 
treated of in the paper. He might state however that, as a matter 
of fact, in the tests conducted by Mr. Kirkaldy for the Blanchester 
Steam Users' Association, the plates perforated with a row of punched 
holes did stand morepro rat& than those not perforated. That effect 
he believed to be due to the fact that the perforated plate tearing 
through the holes did not stretch as much as the plain plate, and the 
contraction of area at the line of fracture was thus less in the 
perforated plate than in the plain one.* 
The PBESIDENT pointed out that experiments had been tried with 
steel plates (p. 216), both with large bolsters and Emall, and there 
was very little apparent difference. 
Mi-. CHARLES E. COWPER wished to know whether there was any 
difference between the result obtained with a plate having straight 
sides but perforated in the middle, as shown in Fig. 7, Plate 31, and 
one with hollows in the sides (produced by cutting through the 
centres of two rivet holes) and also perforated in the middle, as 
~~ 
* The following are thc particulars of the tests previously referred to of two 
punched plates, which were torn asunder in a testing machine along the lines of 
fracture shown in Figs. 8 and 9, Plate 31. The boles were filled with dummy 
rivets, so that they might be as nearly as possible under the same condition a s  
when in the joint of a boiler. 
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Data. 
iuality of plates . . . . 
Size of plate . . . . 
) Sectional area of Plate, gross, i.e. including rivet holes . . . 
) Sectional area of Plate, net, i.e. escluding rivet holes. . . 
Ratio of net to gross sectional area 
Rivets, diameter and pitch . , 
Rivet holes, punched or drilled . 
Plates, direction of grain . . 
shown in Fig. 6. I t  appeared to him that the hollowing out of the 
plate at the sides might be very likely to give a different result, as to 
the proportion of strength. Perhaps Mr. Fletcher would kindly state 
whether in his opinion the difference between the two arrangements 
was of any importance, and if so which was the fairer way of testing 
a plate, in order to represent the conditions in the actual boiler. 
Iron. 
Best Best Snedshill 
12 in. x 0.45in. 
5.40 sq. ins. 
3.32sq. ins. 
62 per cent. 
0.77 in. and 2 in. 
Punched 
Lengthways 
For sketch of test strips, see Figs. 8 and 9, 
Plate 31. 
Results. 
Total ultimate stress . . . 
Fig. 8. 
Lbs. Tons. 
169,490 = 75.6 
Ratio of strength of gross sectional 
area to strength of 2 in. test strips] 73 per cent. 71 per cent* 1 
Ultimate stress per sq. in. of sectional 
area of plate, grosa . . . 31,385 = 14-0 
Ultimate stress per sq. in. of 
Mean 2 area of plate, net . . 
Fig. 9. 
Iron. 
lest Best Snedshill 
12 in. x 0 . P G  in. 
5.52 sq. ins. 
3'39 sq. ins. 
62 per cent. 




182,410 = 81.4 
33,049 = 14.7 
53,808 = 24.0 
4 tons 
From the above it will be seen that, while the plain test strips attained a 
mean breaking strain of only 19.9 tons per sq. in., calculated on their original 
sectional area, the punched plates attained a mean breaking strain of 23.4 tons, 
being 3.5 tons in excess, equal to 17.6 percent. But if the breakingstrainof the 
plain test strips is taken on their fractured area instead of on thcir original area, 
the result will be different: their strength will then be 22'1 tons instead of 
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Mr. FLETCHER said he should expect that Fig. 6, Plate 31, which 
showed a specimen with the sides hollowed out so as to narrow the 
plate down to a waist at the middle, would give the better result;. I n  
a plain strip considerable elongation ensued, and thus considerable 
reduction of area at  the point of fracture, especially if  the plate were 
ductile. The same elongation however did not take place in a plate 
nurowed down to a waist; the fracture in such shapes ran, under 
ordinary circumstances, through the smallest section ; and as the 
shape of the metal widened out on each side of the waist, its greater 
section, and consequent greater strength, supported the metal at  the 
line of fracture, and thus reduced the contraction of area and the 
consequent loss of strength. 
The PRESIDENT on referring to the paper (p. 218) stated that the 
specimen shown in Fig. 6, Plate 31, did yield a higher result than 
Fig. 7, as Mr. Fletcher had anticipated. 
Mr. R. H. WILLIS said that, in conjunction with Professor Eennedy, 
he had made other experiments which bore a little on that point, 
though they were not immediately in connection with the riveting 
experiments. Thcy were experiments on the tenacity of screwed bolts, 
which were, of course, of a form somewhat analogous to that in Fig. 6 ,  
19.9 tons, so that the excess would be reduced from 3.5 to 1.3 tons per sq. in. : 
while there is no doubt this difference would vary in a number of specimens. 
The effect of the shape of a specimen upon its strength is trceted of by 
Mr. Kirkaldy in paragraph IS1 of his “Experiments on Wrought-Iron and Steel,” 
where he  says : “ It will be observed that the grooved pieces invariably bore the 
highest comparative strains, and also that they invariably contracted least. . . . 
By simply changing the shape of the specimens, so as to interpose an obstacle to  
their draming out, a much higher breaking strain was obtained.” Further on, 
in paragraph 195, conclusion 48, he states : ‘‘ The breaking strain is materially 
affected by the shape of the specimen. Thus the amount borne was much less 
when the diameter was uniform for some inches of the length than when confined 
to  a small portion-a peculiarity previously unascertained and not even 
suspected.” Mr. Traill, engineer surveyor in chief to the Board of Trade, in 
his most elaborate report entitled ‘‘ Experiments on Steel,” also refers to this 
subject (see page 14). 
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Plate 31, since the section had its diameter reduced at  intervals by 
the groove of the thread. The elongation being thus prevented, it 
was found, on breaking the bolts in the thread, that the tenacity in 
the case of iron and steel bolts was much greater per sq. in. of 
material fractured than in a test piece which could extend freely. 
This increasod tenacity would appear to be simply due to the 
grooving, and the consequent prevention of %ow of material. 
Professor W. C. UNWIN being unable to be present, the following 
observations received from him were then read by the Secretary, by 
permission of the mecting :- 
" The first point of importance brought out in these experiments 
seems to be that, when the specimens are properly designed, and 
when the experiments are made with the requisite skill and care, 
the size of the specimens has very little influence on the results. 
I f  anyone will examine the older experiments on punching and 
drilling, or even the very careful experiments of M. Barba, he will 
find that this was not the case in those earlier experiments. When 
the results with different sized specimens are not uniform, it must 
be inferred that either the mode of preparing the specimens, or 
the mode of testing them, must have injured some of them. The 
specimens of punched and drilled plates used by the Committee 
differ in two ways from most if not all specimens previously tried :- 
(1) they are cut from a wide plate, punched or drilled previously ; 
(2) they are so cut that the flow of the metal, after the elastic limit 
is passed, is similar to that in an indefinitely wide plate. 
The experiments show a considerable gain of strength in drilled 
plates, and a less gain (but still a distinct gain) in punched plates, 
when compared with ordinary test bars. This kind of gain of strength 
was first noted in the First Report of the Committee, infra p. 319, and 
was confirmed by Nr. Adamson's experiments (p. 313) made while that 
report was under discussion. A gain of strength of similar kind had 
indeed' been noted before in riveted joints, as for instance in Messrs. 
Greig and Eyth's experiments; but this gain of strength has always 
hitherto been attributed to the friction of the riveted joints. 
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(' In  the First Report, p. 319, some weight was laid on the gain of 
strength in short test bars, which is due to restricting the selection 
of a weak section by the testing load when the bar is shortened. 
Professor Eenned-y, I think quite rightly, rejects this as an 
insufficient explanation of the gain of strength observed in drilled 
and punched plates. His own explanation however appears to me 
not only insufficient but incorrect. He observes that scribed lines 
on an ordinary test bar become concave to the fracture, because 
the flow of the material is greatest towards the edges and least at the 
centre of the specimen. He infers from this that at the moment of 
fracture the stress is not uniform on the section, but is greater at the 
centre than at the sides. I n  the drilled specimens the flow is more 
uniform ; the scribed lines remain more nearly parallel to the section 
of fracture ; and hence Professor Kennedy infers that the stress on 
the section of fracture is more uniform than in an ordinary test bar, 
and the mean breaking stress greater. 
((1 do not myself believe that the permanent set taken by the 
material indicates in any way the state of stress at the moment of 
fracture. Certainly there is no proof that where the flow is great the 
stress is small, and where the flow is small the stress is great. So 
far as I can judge, the stress is likely to be at least so uniform on the 
section of fracture of an ordinary test bar, in spite of the different 
flow of different parts, as to make Professor Kennedy's explanation 
seem even more inadequate than the previous one which he rejects. 
(' The explanation of the apparent increase of strength in drilled 
plates is probably extremely simple. The comparatively uastrained 
metal behind the rivet holes prevents the flow of the metal, which 
occurs in test specimens of ordinary length. The consequence of 
this is that in the drilled specimens the contraction of area is less 
than in ordinary test bars ; and the contraction of area being less, there 
is a greater strength. I have found, in experimenting with india- 
rubber, that there is this diminished contraction of area in bars 
with holes in them ; and I have no doubt Professor Kennedy will 
find it is also the case with the specimens tested for the Committee. 
At any rate the contraction of area of these specimens should be 
measured if possible. 
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“As  to bearing pressure, I think it is clear that the old 
idea that a high bearing pressure caused a diminution of tenacity 
in the plates receives no confirmation in these experiments. Some 
of the experiments do seem to show that the bearing pressure 
was high enough to injure the rivets; ’but the evidence of the 
experiments on this point is very contradictory. I t  is of course 
possible that the bearing pressure may have been high enough to 
deform the rivets, diminishing their section and thus decreasing 
their strength. If so, the rivets were rather too soft. Still I incline 
to think that bearing pressure may be excluded from consideration in 
future, in designing riveted joints.” 
The PRESIDENT said he had only a few words to add in reference 
to Professor Kennedy’s excellent paper. He quite agreed that the 
set in the plates at the very commencement was so small as really not 
to be at all alarming. He had many times riveted up girders and 
broken them, for the purpose of testing their ultimate strength, and 
whenever that had been done there had always been a slight noise 
before any breaking down had taken place or any rivet-head had 
flown; this was probably owing to the motion of the angle-irons 
upon the plates, or the rivets giving 8 little in the holes. He believed 
in every ductile material there was a certain amount of accommodation 
-a slight stretch or set-which took place long before the ultimate 
strength was arrived at. He did not think that was really a serious 
matter. It did commence, as Professor Kennedy had said, very early 
indeed; and it depended very much upon the accuracy or delicacy of 
the instrument employed, how soon the” permanent set could be 
registered. He had before described (Proceedings 1878, p. 256) an 
‘‘ Extensometer ” used by himself which would measure a ten- 
thousandth of the length of the instrument; and with it he had 
ascertained that the set in iron bars began very early. 
He thought it very likely that some of the plates in boilcrs, which 
had given way at  the seams where grooving was taking place, had 
been injured by bending in the manner spoken of by Mr. Fletcher. 
A mere hair-crack might commence the injury to the boiler at  the 
seams, which of course, when riveted up, tended to bend under the 
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ordinary straining of the boiler. He thought such a crack might 
often have given rise, at all events, to the starting of the grooving 
and injury to the boilers. 
With regard to Nr. Schonheyder’s remarks as to friction in 
the shearing apparatus, Fig. 3, Plate 30, the length of the block 
B was 43in., and it could not possibly be assumed that there 
was more than a quarter of an inch distance between the two centres 
of pressure in the two blocks, to give a leverage to throw them out of 
line : so that there was not more than an angle of 1 in 18 to cause any 
side pressure against the chamber ; and he thought that the amount 
of friction would be very small. Another confirmation of the fact 
that there was not much jamming was that the blocks were easily 
knocked by a light hammer out of the chamber, after the strain was. 
taken off. At that time the two pieces of the rivet were past each 
other, and were jammed, if ever they were jammed, to the full extent. 
He thought the Institution ought to thank Professor Kennedy 
very heartily indeed for his paper. He had not only devoted a 
very large portion of his time to the experiments, but he had also 
gone down to Barrow and spent; several days there, in order to 
satisfy the Committee by trying a number of experiments on large 
specimens, so that there should be no question at all as to the 
test-pieces being too small or too narrow. He had there used the 
machine which Mr. Smith of the Barrow Steel Company had lzindly 
placed at  the disposal of the Committee-a machine that would test 
up to 100 tons with facility. Professor Kennedy had previously 
given them the free and entirely gratuitous use of his proving 
machine at University College. This was an excellent machine, and 
had some beautiful arrangements about it that had not been referred 
to in the paper. He might mention one of them, namely, that for 
measuring the extensions. Thero was a little mirror on the machine, 
connected by a connecting-rod with the piece of metal to be tried, 
and turning on its axis as the extension increased. By means of 
a telescope fixed upon the machine the reflection of a scale placed 
upon the ceiling 15 ft. above could be seen in the mirror ; and as the 
mirror tilted by the piece extending, new points on the scale came 
into the focus of the telescope. There was thus an imponderable 
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lever, a ray of light 15 ft. long, moving against the ceiling on 
a scale, so that very small extensions could be seen, down to a ten- 
thousandth part of an inch. He had himself used the machine 
on other occasions, but he was glad to have the opportunity of 
thanking Professor Kennedy for the use of it gratuitously on the 
present occasion, in the way which he had explained. He therefore 
begged to propose a very hearty vote of thanks to Professor Kennedy 
for his very kind exertions. 
Professor KENNEDY, being unavoidably prevented from being 
present at the close of the discussion, replied in writing as 
follows :- 
“ I  must point out in the first place that the results of the 
experiments do not confirm the proportions given in Mi .  Tweddell’s 
most useful Table, as some speakers appear to have thought. The 
mean proportions for a +-in. plate and single-riveted lap-joint, 
given in that Table, i f  used for sfeel plates, correspond to a strength 
of only 43 per cent. of the solid plate, and the best proportions 
(column F) to only 51 per cent. Compared with 61  per cent., 
obtained in my experiments, it  appears to me that there is here a 
great difference. It is hardly to be expected however that there 
should not be a difference, as the Table represents proportions for 
iron joints, and my work has been entirely with steel ones. 
‘‘ The points which the experiments seem to me to have brought 
out most clearly are (1) that by the use of a ductile material the joint  
is helped very materially by the great excess of strength in the plate 
after perforation ; and (2) that, while the plate is so much stronger 
than before, there is no corresponding increase in the shearing strength 
of the rivets, over the strength commonly taken a8 that of iron rivets. 
I n  consequence of these two facts, the proportions of a joint of 
maximum strength in a soft steel plate differ materially from those 
for an ordinary iron plate, in the direction of requiring a much 
larger proportional rivet area; and I venture to think that in 
bringing this matter out clearly, the experiments may enable 
engineers to adopt a much stronger form of joint than has often been 
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adopted; especially if it  has anywhere been assumed that the 
proportions found best for iron joints should be continued for steel 
ones. 
“ I t  is worth while noticing that with steel plates the proportionate 
strength of single-riveted joints diminishes much faster, as the 
plates get thicker, than with iron plates, in consequence of the 
impossibility of getting so near the proportions of maximum strength 
by using large enough rivets. Hence any practicable single-riveted 
joint in a thick steel plate will be no stronger than in iron-a point 
which I have not seen anywhere noticed, but which has considerable 
practical importance. The limit will be found to lie at about ;-in. 
or js-in. plate, beyond which thickness the strength of a single-riveted 
lap-joint will be much the same per inch breadth of plate (with 
any practicable pitch and diameter of rivet), whether the plate be 
steel or iron. 
“ I n  reference to a good many remarks which have been made 
about the very early commencement of permanent set, I may direct 
attention t o  the footnote on p. 209 of my paper. This feature is not 
peculiar to mild steel, but seems to belong rather to all very ductile 
materials. In  considering its possible influence on practical design, 
the extremely small magnitude of the quantities dealt with (some 
values of which are given in the paper) must of coursc be borne in 
mind.” I do not myself think that the permanent set which occurs 
below the point at which the extensions cease to be uniform is 
generally of sufficient magnitude to be taken into account, in 
connection with questions relating to factors of safety. I may just 
add that there are some hard materials (e.g. cast iron and some 
tempered steel), where the extensions increase faster than the 
load from the very beginning, so that the diagram Fig. 1, Plate 30, 
has then no straight part in it at all; and in these cases it 
will frequently if not always be found that permanent set occurs 
from the very commencement, owing no doubt to the material having 
been in a condition of initial strain. A repetition of the test, with a 
piece of such material, gives for each load an extension less than that 
* The right-hand curve in Fig. 1, Plate 30, shows the actual extensions, full size. 
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given for the same load in the first test, by an amount approximately 
equal to the amount of permanent set after that load in the first test. 
This is a matter which I have recently worked at a good deal, and 
which gives very interesting results. I n  many cases the curved line 
found in the first test becomes very closely a straight line in the 
second. I t  is important to notice that the caIculation of the modulus 
of elasticity, in such material, cannot properly be made from the 
extensions observed on a first experiment. I am glad of Nr. Tweddell’s 
suggestion of ‘ Limit of Fatigue,’ which may turn out a very serviceable 
expression. 
“ The remarks made by Mr. Longridge and Mr. Head emphasise 
very strongly the difference between a very hard and non-elastic 
materid, such as ordinary iron boiler plate, and a ductile material 
such as I have been dealing with in mild steel ; and by inference 
emphasise also the necessity of considering separately the best 
proportions for joints in these different materials. Mr. Longridge’s 
suggestion as to the proper use of the expression ‘ natural tenacity’ 
appears justifiable in principle, and i t  would have been better had I 
used some other phrase; but there would obviously bo practical 
inconvenience in actually using the expression ‘ natural tenacity ’ 
for a resistance occasionally 25 per cent. greater (as in Series 
VIII.) than that obtained in ordinary tests. 
(‘ In reference to Mr. Schijnheyder’s remarks about the shearing 
apparatus, there is undoubtegly some friction to be overcome, and this 
is included in the result, which is therefore somewhat in excess of the 
true shearing resistance. But as the total pressure required to shear 
the specimens was often nearly 20 tons, while the blocks could be 
knocked out of their bolster after fracture (although they were then 
quite overlapping each other and jammed firmly together) by a light 
hammer, I do not think that the friction can have sensibly affected 
the result. But of course, if I knew of any other equally 
satisfactory way of doing the shearing experiments, which would do 
away altogether with the friction and still hold the two blocks truly 
together, I should be very glad to employ it.* 
* Since writing this I hare tried the method suggested by Mi. Scliiinheyder, 
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'' I n  answer to Mr. John's question, I have always found that 
with ordinary materials (the only exceptions being such as I have just 
mentioned in speaking of permanent set) the extensions are, with 
wonderful exactness, proportional to the load up to such a point as the 
14.78 tons per sq. in. in Fig. 1, Plate 30 ; and that therefore the 
modulus of elasticity is constant. I refer of course only to the case 
where the extensions are measured between two points upon the 
specimen itself, for I do not think that these small extensions 
can be accurately determined in any other way. I may add that, 
in speaking of the effect of breadth of specimen, I was careful to 
guard myself by stating the limits of breadth within which I had 
experimented, and within which I had found substantially identical 
results. I n  reference to another question of Mr. John's, the diagram 
Fig. 1, Plate 30, may be taken as almost identical with that to be 
obtained from measurements on a very ductile piece of bar irolz, except 
that the permanent set might in that case commence sooner than 8 tons 
per sq. in. In  hard iron the ' break-down' of the material would 
not be nearly so well marked, but it still remains sufficiently distinct 
t o  form what is usually given as the limit of elasticity of the iron. 
The only wrought iron which I have not found distinctly to 'break 
down ' has been very inferior plate tested across the fibre, the actual 
breaking load of which was very little in excess of what its limit of 
elasticity ought to have been. I have not made many experiments 
on the first occurrence of permanent set in inferior iron ; but so far 
as I have gone it seems to occur, in general, quite as soon as in good 
iron. 
" In reference to Mr. Halpin's remarks, it  appears to me that he 
does not quite know the working of the machines which he criticises. 
'There is nothing ' tentative ' about the determination of the limit of 
elasticity. The fact that the actual breaking load is often much less 
than the maximum load ought to be familiar to every one who has 
and find that it certainly gives lower results than the method I used. I n  spite 
however of tightly screwing up the nut, I found it impossible to'prevent the 
blocks separating slightly, so that the shearing edges were sensibly not fairly 
together. Whether this is sufficient materially to affect the result, I cannot say 
vrithout further experiment. 
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made tests; and indeed, after the stress loid upon i t  in Mr. Adamson’s 
paper read before the Iron and Steel Institute in September 1878, it 
should be known to all engineers. I n  the rivet steel of Series 111. 
the actual load at  fracture mas just about equal to the load at the 
limit o f  elasticity, in the cases in which I determined the former ; but 
I have not myself found any cases so striking as those which 
Mr. Halpin mentions, where the final load was sensibly belolo the 
;load at the limit of elasticity. I n  the case of these plates, the load 
under which fracture took place I determined to be (in some 
:additional strips tested) about 85 per cent. of the maximum load, and 
therefore very much above the limit of elasticity. 
“On the point raised by Professor Unwin I am, I must say, 
unable to agree with him. I do not see any means at present of 
finding what the actual area of a specimen is at the moment when it 
is standing its greatest load. In  the perforated specimens fracture 
actually took place at the greatest load, in the unperforated specimens 
at a much Eower load (as I have already mentioned); and therefore 
the final areas are not directly comparable. I have lately endeavoured 
t o  get exactly comparable cases by’testing against each other a pair 
of pieces of Landore “S.S.” steel, cut from the same plate and 
shaped respectively like Figs. 6 and 7, Plate 31, the holes being 
drilled. Both broke just at their maximum load, so that their results 
were strictly comparable. The first (Fig. 6) stood 31.73 tons per 
sq. in., and the second (Fig. 7) 32.31 tons per sq. in., each on its 
original area. The ratio between these two quantities is 1 .07  to 1.00. 
The nature of the fractures was exactly as I have described in my 
paper: the one broken uniformly across, the other far the most 
extended at the sides of the hole, only the outer edges of the piece 
touching when the two halves were brought together. The former 
however is reduced 34.2 per cent. in area, and the latter only 29.8  
per cent. The actuat maximum stress was therefore in the one 52.76 
tons per sq. in., and in the other 46.01 tons per sq. in.; and the 
ratio between these quantities, 1.15  to 1-00, is actually greater than 
the ratio of the nominal breaking loads. In this case then the excess 
of strength was accompanied by a greater and not by a less reduction 
of arca; which I confess appears to me conclusive on the point, 
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unless there is something exceptional about the result of my 
experiments. Of course I quite admit that the portion of the bar 
which is being drawn out locally, where fracture afterwards takes 
place, is not in the same condition as a piece of ordinary iron within 
its elastic limit, and that no doubt the relations of stress ‘to strain 
are very much modified in the former case. Whatever these relations 
may be however, I do not see how the same stress conditions can 
accompany fractures of so markedly different a type as those of 
which I have spoken, and which are illustrated in Figs. 4 to 7, 
Plate 31. 
‘( In conclusion I should like to express my sense of the value of 
Mr. Fletcher’s very practical remarks. I am ‘also much obliged 
to Mr. Trail1 for the suggestions he has made. Some additions 
have been made to the Tables which will facilitate finding the 
tensile strength of each plate used in the riveted joints. The 
calculated strength of the joint would, I fear, be a quantity requiring 
so much explanation (as to the assumptions made in the calculation 
and so forth) that it would hardly be very ‘useful. The Tables 
contain the strength of the joint per inch breadth of the plate, and 
the comparison of this with the strength of the solid plate.” 
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